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Ironcare or iron/ess 

Samenvatting 

Binnen de familie van permanente magneet gebaseerde lineaire motoren, die gebruikt wor
den voor lange-slag precisie apparatuur, kan men twee veel toegepaste concepten vinden: de 
luchtspoel motor (ironless) en de ijzeranker motor met spoelen (ironcore). 

Omdat beide type motoren voor- en nadelen hebben en omdat de keus voor ofwel een ironless 
(IL), dan wel een ironcore (IC) motor vergaande gevolgen voor het ontwerp van een precisie 
machine heeft, is het kiezen van een motor voor een precisie toepassing geen eenvoudige en 
eenduidige taak. 

Het doel van dit afstudeerproject was om een XY-stage te analyseren, om zodoende te bepalen 
welk type lineaire motor (of combinatie van lineaire motoren) het meest geschikt is voor hoge
precisie applicaties, zowel vanuit een technologisch als economisch oogpunt, met in acht name 
van een gegeven belasting, bewegings profiel, settling tijd, nauwkeurigheid en levensduur. 

In dit verslag is onderzoek gedaan naar de verschillen tussen de twee typen motoren en de 
consequenties van het gebruik van ironlessof ironcore motoren op het ontwerp van de appli
catie. Vervolgens is er een model gemaakt om verschillende combinaties van typen motoren 
voor een H-drive, zoals gebruikt in de Advanced Component Mounter (ACM) geproduceerd 
door Assembléon, te vergelijken. Hierbij is gekeken naar bijvoorbeeld het dynamisch gedrag 
van de XY-stage, de lagering, bewegende massa's, benodigde voedingen en drive dimensies. 

Uit de resultaten kunnen we concluderen dat, gegeven de randvoorwaarden, er geen over
tuigende redenen zijn om de huidige IC LiMMs motoren in de ACM te vervangen door IL 
motoren. 
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Abstract 

Within the family of linear motors, used for long strokes in precision equipment, one can find 
two often used permanent magnet based types. Moving coil, also refered to as ironless, and 
rnaving ironcare provided with coils. 

Because bath types of linear motors have their advantages and disadvantages, choosing a linear 
motor for a precision application is not an easy task. The decision for an ironless or ironcare 
linear motor bas a great impact on the design of a precision machine. 

The goal of this project was to analyze XY-stages to decide which type of linear motor, iron
care, ironless or combination thereof, is most suited for a high precision application, bath 
technologically and economically, given a certain load, motion profile, settling time, accuracy 
and lifetime. 

In this report, the differences between ironcare and ironless motors are discussed and the 
consequences for the machine design, when using one or the other type, are investigated. 
Also a model was created to campare several combinations of motors for an existing H-drive 
which is part of the Advanced Component Mounter (ACM) from Assembléon. The results are 
compared with respect to for instanee dynamica! behaviour, used hearings, rnaving weight, 
required amplifier size and machine dimensions. 

Given the defined boundary conditions and because the currently used IC LiMMs motor is a 
very well designed motor, we found no convincing arguments to replace the LiMMs motors 
with IL-motors in the ACM, not in the X-drive nor in the Y-drive. 

i i 
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Ironcare or ironless Introduetion and Assignment 

1. Introduetion and Assignment 

In early positioning applications often a transmission was used to couvert a rotational move
ment at the engine side to a translating movement at the process side. Nowadays, linear motors 
are widely used in high precision gantries for production equipment, like component mounters 
and wafer steppers, because of their superior performance. 

Within the family of linear motors, used for long strokes in precision equipment, one can find 
several concepts, based on moving coil (permanent magnet based), moving ironcore provided 
with coils (permanent magnet based) and iron core only (reluctance motors). 

In the past, ironcore motors were often applied to limit the costs, as permanent magnets were 
expensive. However, the material costs of permanent magnets decreased one order in the last 
ten years and the number of suppliers rose significantly, especially in the field of moving coil 
motors. Because both types of linear motors have their advantages and disadvantages choos
ing a linear motor for a precision application is not an easy task. The decision for an ironless 
or ironcore linear motor has a great impact on the design of a precision machine, and while 
no literature about this subject was available, this project was carried out as a master thesis in 
cooperation with Philips Applied Technologies. 

The goal of this project was to analyze XY-stages to decide which type of linear motor, iron
care or ironless, is most suited for a high precision application, both technologically and eco
nomically, given a certain load, motion profile, setding time, accuracy and lifetime. This 
includes investigation of for instanee dynamica! behaviour, hearings, control disturbances, re
quired amplifier, moving weight and overall drive dimensions. 

This report is organized as follows: in the next chapter some background information will be 
given. First the different types of linear motors and their performance will be discussed and 
compared to each other. After that, a general overview of XY-stages is given and some general 
thoughts about using an ironless or ironcore motor in an H-drive will be presented. Subse
quently, in chapter 4, some precision applications which contain an H-drive will be shortly 
discussed and compared and one will be selected to serve as a carrier for this project. Also a 
system overview of the selected application is presented. Chapter 5 describes the model of the 
H-drive that is made to compare several motor combinations with the current H-drive of the 
selected application. In chapter 6 this model is evaluated and the results are discussed. 

The last chapter of this report contains the conclusions and some recommendations for further 
investigation. 

1 
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2. Linear motors 

In this chapter some background information about linear motors will be given. First the 
different types of linear motors and their performance will be discussed and compared to each 
other. 

2.1 Linear motors for long strokes 

Standard commercially available linear motors are capable of delivering continuous farces up 
to 3600 N and peak farces up to 9000 N. They are also fitted for very high veloeities rising up 
to of 10 mis and of very high accelerations over 10 g. 
Linear servomotors enable linearly rnaving systems to achieve very high dynamic stiffness 
and closed loop bandwidth. Typical closed loop position bandwidth is 100 Hz. The absence 
of mechanical play and friction in the drive due to the lack of a transmission can aften result 
in settling time of a few milliseconds in a carefully designed system [Ano99]. 
Three major types of operation for linear motors for a long stroke application can he distin
guished and will he discussed in the next paragraphs. 

• Moving coil (further referred to as ironless or IL) 

• Moving armature (further referred to as ironcare or IC) 

• Moving magnet 

All discussed motors are AC-synchronous motors. For the force produced by the three phases 
(ph) of a linear motor holds [Com03]: 

3 dlf.. 
F = _E i ph . ...:!..!!!!. 

ph=l dx 
(2.1) 

with 

A x 21t 
iph = i·cos{- ·21t+(ph-1) · -} 

2p 3 
(2.2) 

A x 21t 
$ph= <P·sin{- · 21t+ (ph-1). -} 

2p 3 
(2.3) 

d$ph 1t A x 21t 
- =- ·<P·cos{- ·21t+ (ph-1). -} 
b p ~ 3 

(2.4) 

in which i is the current, x the position, <P the coupled flux and p is the magnetic pole pitch 
(N-S in m). This leads with ~ · <P = Kph (the coil force constant), to: 

2 
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31t ~~ 3~ ~ 
F= -·- · <!> ·i= -·K h· i 

2 p 2 p 
(2.5) 

which is a position independent force. The direction of the force F between the teeth and the 
magnets is based on the sign of the current through the coils and the magnitude of the force is 
depending on the amplitude of the current. 

3 
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2.1.1 lronless 

The stator of a linear ironless motor consists of two iron base plates covered with permanent 
magnets configured in an U-form as shown in figure 2.1. Between those plates electronically 
commutated coils, embedded in a epoxy plate, are located and form the translator (for more 
information [StoOl]). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1: Ironless linear motor 

2.1.2 Ironcare 

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic view of an electronically commutated linear ironcore motor. 
The stator consists of an iron base plate covered with permanent magnets and the translator 
consists of a larninated iron core containing several coils. The attracting and repulsive force 
of magnetic poles, created by the current carrying coils on the ironcore, generales the moving 
force of this type of motor (for more information [StoOl]). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: Ironcore linear motor 

2.1.3 Moving magnet 

Figure 2.3 shows a double sided concept of an electronically commutated linear moving mag
net motor. In this motor the coils are wound around a fixed bar (the stator) and the magnets 
are sliding around the stator, forming the translator. 

4 
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- Steel 
- Coil 

- Magnet 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3: Moving magnet linear motor 

In spite of the absence of cogging and moving cables to the coils and the good cooling con
ditions, this type of motor is rarely used. The main reason for this is that there is power 
dissipation in the coils over the total length of the stroke while only a small number of coils 
are generating force. Switching coils off which are not in the vicinity of the magnets can solve 
this disadvantage. This method would require multiple switching amplifiers which raises the 
cost. For these reasons this type of motor is left out the scope of this project. 

2.2 Comparison of ironless and ironcare motors 

Through the different types of constructions different characteristics are obtained for the iron
core and the ironless linear motor. Table 2.1 shows the difference between an IL and an IC 
motor with comparable continuous force Fcom. In table 2.2 a quick comparison is made and in 
the next paragraphs the terrus are explained. 

Etel ironless Etel ironcore 
ILM 06-060 LMA 11-050 

continuous force (Tc= 130°C) N 277 272 
peak force N 1247 615 
efficiency N/VW 22.4 32.3 
continuous power dissipation (Tc = 130°C) w 261 111 
amplifier peak power@ 1 m/s and 615 N w 1369 977 
electrical time constant ms 2.16 7.6 
moving mass kg 1 3.4 
stationary mass kgjm 22.5 6.2 
volume magnets m3j m 6e-4 2.2e-4 
building volume m3j m 4.7e-4 4.5e-4 

Table 2.1: Comparison IL and IC motor with comparable Fcont (no forced cooling) 

2.2.1 Farces 

lroncore 

This type of motor has a low magnetic resistance. The ironcore and the magnet return plate are 
excellent flux conductors, so only the magnets and a single air gap contribute to the resistance 
in the circuit. Due to this low magnetic resistance, the ironcore motors operation involves a 
strong flux, yielding high forces and an excellent efficiency with limited magnet costs. That 
makes this type a real workhorse with the following main features [Tec02] : 

5 
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ironless iron co re 
peak force I moving mass higher lower 
peak force I continuous force 4.5 2.3 
continuous force I moving mass higher lower 
efficiency worse better 
moving mass lower higher 
total mass I stroke better for small strokes better for large strokes 
response (per !!.U) faster slow er 
forced cooling possibility worse better 
accuracy better worse 
sensitively misalignment notmuch yes 
volume magnets more less 
building volume equal equal 
cogging no yes 
end-effects no yes 
force ripple yes yes 
attraction force no yes 
noise no yes 

Table 2.2: Comparison IL and IC 

• high peak force density (N /kgmagnets) 

• high continuous force density (N /kgmagnets) 

• relatively low heat dissipation ( compared to a ironless motor with the same Fcont) 

• Peak to continuous force ratio around 2.5 [Ete03] 

lronless 

The performance of the ironless motor is mainly determined by the higher magnetic resistance. 
In this type of motor the resistance is formed by the magnet height, two air gaps plus the coils 
thickness. This results in a relatively high magnetic resistance causing a low magnetic flux. 
Therefore this type is characterized by [Tec02]: 

• a moderate peak force density (N /kgmagnets) 

• a low continuous force density (N /kgmagnets) 

• relatively high heat dissipation (compared toa ironcare motor with the same Fcom) 

• Peak to continuous force ratio typical factor 4 [Ete03] 

2.2.2 Cogging 

Due to the end effect and slot-teeth alignment, the ironcare linear motor has a considerable 
cogging force. This force is noticeable when the current free translator is moved manu
ally. This force infiuences the setding time of positioning and the smoothness of the mo
tion. Cogging in ironcare motors is typically smaller than 5% of the motor's continuous rated 
force [Ano99]. Cogging is position dependent by teeth positions and varlation of the magnet 
strengtbs and position. Ironless linear motors do not have cogging forces, because there is no 
iron in the coil housing. 

6 
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I • 

Figure 2.4: Forcemass [Etel] 

Reducing cogging 

Some linear motor suppliers do not perceive cogging as a big disadvantage because in most 
controllers cogging compensation is possible, either with an integrating feedback action or 
with a feed forward action from a cogging table. 
To reduce cogging force there are several options [Cor04] [Vre99]: 

• skewing the magnet with respect to winding core (skewing the magnets in some linear 
motor designs is a tradeoff between lowering peak motor forces to attain a less rippled 
force) 

• using a large least common divider of pole and slot number 

• dissimilar outer teeth 

• optimizing teeth and magnet width 

Despite all these options there is a lower limit to prevent cogging because of magnet tolerances 
(like position, dimensions, strength and magnetization direction) and airgap tolerances. 

2.2.3 Force ripple 

This term is different from the above cogging force, but the effect on the control loop is the 
same, a position dependent disturbance. The amplitude of the force ripple is linear dependent 
on the current. This ripple force is mainly caused by commutation errors of the three phase 
motor currents due to phase gain and offset errors, and the non-perfect distribution of the 
magnetic field by tolerances on magnets and positioning. It will effect or inftuence the fast 
positioning capability and the low-speed performance. Note that the ironless linear motor also 
has this drawback even without cogging force. This term can only be measured by use of a 
special test facility. ForanEtel IL linear motor this is 3% of the rated peak force as maximum. 

2.2.4 Moving mass 

The ratio of thrust to moving mass determines the acceleration capacity of a linear motor. Less 
moving mass means more capacity for extemal load. In addition, the reaction force due to 
moving mass under high acceleration and deceleration results in considerable vibration to a 
machine frame and may lead to unpredictable resonance. So, a good linear motor stage must 
keep its moving mass as small as possible [Tec02] . lronless linear motors have a significant 

7 
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smaller moving (motor) mass than ironcore linear motors but one bas to consicter that the 
payload of the machine can be much higher than the moving mass of the motor. A ratio 
between load and moving motor mass of 10: 1 is not exceptional, so the relative difference in 
total moving mass for both motors will be small. 

2.2.5 Attraction farces 

Ironcore and ironless linear motors have, besides a force in the direction of travel (shear force), 
an attractive force between stator and translator. For an ironless motor this attractive force is 
about 1% of the continuons shear force caused by magnet and coil errors. For an ironcore 
motor this force can be up to 10 times the continuons shear force rating of the motor but for a 
water cooled ironcore motor from Anorad holds a ratio of 4:1 [Ano99] or even 3:1 for an IC 
motor from Teenotion [Vre99]. This force is caused by attraction between the magnet strip and 
the translator. Not only by the attraction between the magnets and the iron in the translator (in 
case of an ironcore motor) but also a dependency on the current level and position is present 
[Vre99]. 

When selecting a guidance system for an ironcore one should take this force into account. It 
can be useful, for example pretoading of (air)bearings, or a problem, higher load on roller 
hearings. Also the basis on which the stator is mounted should be rigid enough to prevent 
deformation of the stator plate of the ironcore motor, which may lead to a changing air gap 
and so to a changing shear force, causing a changing loop gain. 

2.2.6 Mechanica! alignment 

Ironless motors are (almost) completely unaffected by misalignment provided that the motor 
coil is not rubbing on the magnet track. This means that if a coil ever fails, it can be quickly 
replaced without regard for any realignment procedures. 

Ironcore motors require that the air gap should be maintained at about 0.6 +1- 0.3 mm. A 
slightly smaller or greater gap will change the force constant of the motor but also the attraction 
force in the motor [Ano99] [Cor04]. 

2.2.7 lnternal and mounting stiffness 

For precision applications requiring short settling times and high speeds, a stiff and light me
chanica! system should be used. The intemal stiffness of the ironless epoxy coilplate is lower 
than the intemal stiffness of the steel coilblock of an ironcore motor. Also the mounting stiff
ness of an ironcore coilblock can be much stiffer because of the much greater interface surface. 
Also the location of the mounting surface is better towards the center of gravity of the block , 
no cantilevered mounting as by the ironless coilplate [Etel]. 

2.2.8 Supply and reaction speed 

lroncore 

Because of the low magnetic resistance for the flux of the coils the motor bas a considerable 
induction. This is convenient for smoothing the current and allowing an economie amplifier, 
but it requires appropriate voltage for rapidly changing forces and at high speeds [Tec02]. 

8 
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Figure 2.5: Mounting surface [Etel] 

lronless 

Because of the high magnetic resistance, the induction of the coils is relatively low allowing 
high rates of force changes for very quick movements and very quick reactions to disturbance 
forces with a moderate voltage change. These characteristics make that this motor is very 
dynamic, and achieves very short settling times and high speeds without requiring extreme 
voltages. Due to this ability of quick changes, the motor requires also a quick and accurate 
controller and amplifier for obtaining accurate control [Tec02]. 

The differences in induction, efficiency and moving motor mass are in general the reasons for 
other amplifier specifications for an H-drive equipped with an ironless or an ironcore motor. 

2.2.9 Temperature and cooling 

Heat dissipation is an important issue for ironcore and ironless motors, as every motor pro
duces heat. The heat is mainly produced in the coils. Rising temperature of structure, motor 
and air can result in [Tec02] [Com03]: 

• a lower motor constant S (in N2 /W) by the rise of the electrical resistance caused by a 
rising copper temperature 

• a lower motor force constant K (in N / Arms) by weakening magnets at a rising tempera-
ture 

• expansion of materials which can be unacceptable for accuracy 

• distortion of sensors 

• reaching the maximum allowable temperature of parts like the wire insulation in the 
motor coil block 

The heat flow from the motor can be optimized with, for example one or more of the following 
actions [Tec02] [Com03]: 

• by active ventilation of the air gap between the magnets and the coils. But this can 
be bad because of pollution of dust and heat might be spread through the machine that 
leadtoother problems like distortion of sensors (interferometers) and heat up of other 
machine parts. 

• by applying air- or water cooling channels in the coil unit 

• using large body parts with a high heat capacity and a good conduction for realizing a 
homogenous temperature 

• extending the surfaces 
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Differences in heat transfer for ironcare and ironless motors 

Ironless motors have only a small interface surface available at one side of the coils for con
ducting the heat to the mechanics/cooling blocks compared to ironcare motors. Also for iron
less motors the thermal conductivity from the coils to the interface surface is worse in com
parison to ironcare motors because of the difference between conductivity of epoxy and steel. 
In an ironless motor radiation and convection can be found on both sides of the coilplate to 
the magnets, which can lead to a fast increase of their temperature. An ironcare motor has a 
smaller radiation surface towards the magnets. 

Poreed air cooling has a greater benefit for ironless motors than for ironcare motors. Water 
cooling of an ironless motor is more difficult because the heat is generated in the coils and 
space for cooling channels is limited in the epoxy surrounding the coils. In the coil block, 
around the coils of the ironcare motor, there is enough space for cooling channels. 

2.2.1 0 Efficiency and dissipation 

The efficiency, defined as a ratio between the generated force and the square root of the power 
dissipation, is in general better for an ironcare motor than for an ironless motor. Often used 
parameters are the motor steepness S (in N2 /W) or the motor constant Km (in N / .../W). 

2.2.11 Accuracy 

At standstill the accuracy for both types is the same and determined by the controller, amplifier 
and the measurement system. At constant speed cogging farces and the higher guidance load, 
through the attraction force, limit the accuracy of the ironcare linear motor in comparison to 
the ironless motor. [eom03]. 

2.2.12 Noise 

The teeth structure of the ironcare motor rnaving along the magnets gives highly changing 
attraction and shear farces with noise as consequence [eom03]. An ironless motor is much 
more quiet. 

2.2.13 Permanent magnets 

Ten years ago ironcare motors were much cheaper than ironless motors because ironless mo
tors contain more permanent magnet materiaL Today ironless motors are just a little bit more 
expensive because good quality magnets (NdFeB, 1.3 T) are these days ten times as cheap as 
10 years ago and this price is still going down (around euro 0,10/gr in 2003). 

The magnets used in linear motors are rare earth permanent magnets. The strength of these 
magnets decreases only slightly over the years, about 1% in 10 years fora NdFeB magnet If 
the temperature becomes too high, above 100 oe [Ano99], the magnet strength also decrease 
with 0.2% perK for NdFeB and -0.05% perK for Smeo magnets. The risk of darnaging the 
magnet by a flux created by extreme current levels increases at magnet temperatures above 60 
oe [Tec02]. 
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2.2.14 Building volume and mass 

The volume of the moving part of an ironless motor is smaller but the stator bas a larger volume 
compared to the moving part and the stator of an ironcore motor. The total building volume for 
an ironless and an ironcore motor with the same continuous force is comparable. When one 
looks at the continuous force per total weight ratio the ironcore motor bas an advantage over 
the ironless motor for larger strokes and the ironless for smaller strokes. However, looking at 
the continuous force per moving weight ratio the ironless motor bas always an advantage over 
the ironcore motor. 

2.2.15 Cost price of the motor parts 

The coilblock for an ironless motor is a little bit cheaper than for an ironcore motor. The 
magnet track for an ironless motor is approximately two times as expensive as for an ironcore 
motor per length. The total motor cost fora motor (with a continuous force around the 275 N) 
with a length of 300-500 mm is comparable for an ironless and an ironcore motor (based on 
information from Tecnotion). 

2.2.16 Iron losses 

Besides electrical power losses (P · R), ironcore motors have to deal with iron power losses 
like hysteresis and Eddy-currents losses. Power losses due to hysteresis are speed dependant 
(comparable with coulombs friction). Eddy-currents power losses are quadratic dependant of 
the speed (comparable with viscose damping). One should be aware that additional motor 
current is needed to generate force to counteract the forces generated by hysteresis and Eddy
current losses. 
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3. IC or IL motors in XV-Stages 

3.1 XV -Stages 

In the previous section the differences between ironcare and ironless motors are discussed. 
We can not speak of the performance of a linear motor by itself but we should discuss its 
performance in combination with the other machine components that form the drive. A drive 
contains at least the following components: 

• a motor 

• a guidance system 

• a measurement system 

• a control system 

• supply electranies 

• several mechanica! parts (like frame, cable slab) 

moving frame 
cableslab 

Figure 3.1: Single axes drive 

The technica! performance (accuracy and speed) of a drive (or stage) is influenced by many 
factors like the dynamics of the mechanics, the motion profile to be realized, power electronics, 
thermal effects, external disturbances and the internalloop behaviour (bandwidth, stability). 
The choice for using a specific type of linear motor will have its influence on all of the men
tioned factors. 

Besides the technica! performance a decision for using a specific type of (linear) motor can be 
based on: 

• Machine cost (purchase components and assemblage) 

• Cost of owner ship (like supply costs (power, air), maintenance cost, required floor 
space) 

• Behaviour like noise 
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• The preferences of the designer, for example in America the designers have preferenee 
for cogging free motors irrespective of performance. 

The main goal of this final project was to investigate the impact of using different types of 
motors in a stacked configuration, also known as XY-stages. XY-Stages are used in all kind of 
(precision) machines for some kind of handling. 

For example: 

• Lithograpbic machines (wafer and reticle handling at ASML) 

• IC component placing on PCB's (Assembleon) 

• Measurement systems 

• Manufacturing machines (like lathes, rnills and printers) 

All these application differ mainly at the following points: 

• Configuration of the axes 

• Speed and accuracy 

• Desired motion: "point to point" or "trajectory" 

• Laad size and mass (possibly supported by extemal bearing) 

• Working environment 

The axes in an XY-stage can be configured in several ways. Well known and used in many 
systems are the T-drive, figure 3.2c, and the H-drive, figure 3.2d. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 3.2: Possible axes configurations 

In this assignment the research is limited to H-drives with linear motors in precision applica
tions, see for example figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3: H-drive [Philips] 
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3.2 IC or IL in an H-drive 

Now the differences between IC and IL motors have been investigated, we turn to the com
bination of these motors in an H-drive. For an H-drive, the mass and stiffness of the applied 
motor parts and their accompanying components for the X-drive are of particular importance, 
as they greatly influence the drives design and performance. Choosing either an IC or an IL 
motor can therefore make a big difference. 

To get a better overview of the 'big picture', i.e. the influence of a motor choice, a model 
is made in which several characteristics are taken into account simultaneously. Given a set 
of requirements (e.g. payload, motion profile, settling time), the model should output, for all 
possible motor combinations, several parameters on which the combinations can be compared. 
For example: 

• Moving mass in X and Y-direction 

• Mass and stiffness contribution from stator to X-beam 

• Size of mechanica! roller bearings (mass/stiffness) 

• Dynamica} performance in X and Y direction 

• Power dissipation 

• Power supply (peak cuerentand voltage) 

• Machine size (footprint) 

The model itself is presented in chapter 5. To test this model, a typical application for an 
H-drive is selected, which is described in the next chapter. 

For this application 21 motors have been selected and possible combinations of these motors 
have been simulated with the model after which the results are discussed in chapter 6 

3.3 Cost price H-drive 

As mentioned earlier the design of a stage can, and often will, be based on the initia! cost 
price of the machine. The use of an IC or IL motor in an XY-stage might result in a price 
difference. This price difference is a result of the combined price of the motor, required motor 
amplifier and required guidance system. Because it is difficult to obtain a price estimation for 
these components (price depends highly on order volume, existing relations with supplier and 
so on), the cost price will not be explicitly considered. However, one should keep in mind that, 
in genera}, a larger motor, amplifier or guidance system will be more expensive than a smaller 
one. Besides the initia! cost, the designer should also look at the "cost of ownership". These 
costs may even be higher than the initia} cost and can even be more dominant if we look at the 
total cost over the life cycle of the system. 
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4. Applications 

In this chapter some precision applications, which contain an H-drive, will be shortly dis
cussed, compared and one will be selected to serve as a carrier for this project. A system 
overview of the selected application is given in the last part of this chapter. 

4.1 Two applications 

4.1.1 ASML, wafer and reticle stage 

Lithography systems are used by the semiconductor industry to produce chips by use of a pho
tographic process to image nanometric circuit pattems onto a silicon wafer. A Lithography 
scanning system contains (at least) two stages, one for handling of the product (the wafer) 
and one for handling of the reticle (comparable with a photo negative). The ASML Twinscan 
lithography system (figure 4.1) allows exposure of one wafer while simultaneously measuring 
another wafer. In the Twinscan both stages are H-drives. 

Figure 4.1: ASML Twinscan [ASML] Figure 4.2: Wafer 

Typical characteristics of the H-drive in the wafer and reticle stage: 

• Trajeetory movement 

• Long and short stroke for high position accuracy in Y-direction and short stroke only in 
X -di reetion 

• Air hearings 

The main difference between the reticle and wafer stage is that in the reticle stage the load 
(reticle) is carried by the axes of the H-drive and that in the wafer stage the load (wafer) is 
supported by a separate support. 

4.1.2 Assembleon, the ACM 

Applications 

The ACM (Advanced Component Mounter, see tigure 4.3) is a Surface Mount Technology 
(SMT) placement machines for the global electronics industry built by Assembléon. Assembléon, 
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Figure 4.3: ACM [Assembléon] Figure 4.4: PCB with SMD components 

formerly known as Philips Electrooie Manufacturing Technology (EMT), is among the leaders 
in the production of hardware and software for electranies assembly processes. The ACM is 
a high-end machine for mounting SMD IC components (Surface Mounted Devices Integrated 
Circuits) onto a PCB (Printed Circuit Board, tigure 4.4). lt is designed for fast and accurate 
placement of IC components with a huge number of conneetion pins, like CPUs and memory 
modules, with a lead-pitch down to 300 J.lm. The placement accuracy should be roughly one 
tenthof the pitch of the component [Ass04]. 

4.1.3 Choosing an application 

In the next phase of this project several concepts of H-drives, based on different types and 
combinations of linear motorsfora specitic application, will be compared. Therefore a deci
sion bas to be made between the applications described in the previous sections. 

Although both companies, ASML and Assembléon, were interested in this research project 
and both were willing to co-operate, the ACM from Assembléon bas been chosen to serve as 
a carrier for the rest of this research project. The decision was based on the expected added 
value of this project to the design team on a short-term. A complete redesign is planned in the 
near feature for the ACM. Also more impravement was expected to be achieved for the ACM 
because it was designed with the knowledge of ten years ago and is less complex than the 
Twinscan (which is only three years old). Finally the amount of knowledge already acquired 
of the ACM and its product was higher than that of the Twinscan. This last point is also in a 
close conneetion with the fact that the Twinscan is a far more complex machine than the ACM. 

4.2 ACM system overview 

In tigure 4.5 a schematic topview of the ACM is shown. The ACM is built up around a base 
frame that is connected to an H-drive. A PCB transportation system places the PCB boards 
one by one undemeath the H-drive and clamps it during the placing of the components rigidly 
to the base frame. The moving head of the XY-drive consists of four placement heads, each 
capable of picking up a component by an air nozzle and making a Z and e movement, and 
one Board Alignment camera (BA camera). The BA camera is used to determine the position 
of the PCB with respect to the placement heads (in X, Y and e directions) by scanning three 
global markers (tiducials) on the PCB. The BA camera is also used todetermine the exact po
sition of the footprint of components that require a high placing accuracy by looking at local 
markers on the PCB near the footprint of the component. Global marker alignment is done 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic topview ACM Figure 4.6: H-drive ACM [Philips] 

once before starting the assembly of the PCB and local marker alignment is done before plac
ing the component. The small components are presented by so-called tape-feeders, located at 
the side of the base frame, to the placement heads and the bigger components are presented 
in trays. Before a component is placed onto the PCB a Component Alignment camera (CA 
camera) determines the component offset in the placement head (in X, Y and e directions). 
With this information the XY-drive places the component above the desired position and in the 
right orientation on the PCB and the placement head fixes it in the solder pasta on the PCB 
with a pre-defined force. 

Some machine specifications: 

• output 4500 IC components per hour 

• max PCB dimensions: 508x460 mm 

• max SMD component dimensions: 165x50 mm 

• min SMD component pitch: 0.3 mm 

• max weight SMD component: 0.065 kg 

• 100 feeders, or 75 with one tray feeder 

• machine dimensions (lxbxh): 2100x2580x1600 mm 

4.2.1 The XV-drive in the ACM 

The task of the XY-drive in the ACM (see figure 4.6) is moving the IC components in X 
and Y-direction. Rotation in the XY-plane and movement in Z-direction of the components 
are performed by the placement heads. The placement heads are left out of scope in this 
assignment. The XY-drive used in the ACM is based on an H-drive contiguration of the axes. 
Two linear motors in Y-direction drive the moving head together with the bridge in Y-direction. 
The bridge includes the linear motor for the movement in X-direction of the sledges, which 
is equipped with four placement heads. Each motor has is own linear guidance, position 
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measurement system and controller. 
Typical characteristics H-drive ACM: 

• point to point movement 

• vision in control 

• load carried by H-drive 

• one stage 

• roller hearing guidance 

Some XY-drive specifications from the current ACM are: 

• working field: 660xl140 mm 

• reproducibility: 1 J.lm 

• servo accuracy: <5 J.lm within setding time of 50 ms 

• static accuracy: <6 J.lm after calibration (100 J.lm before) 

• vmax: 2 mjs in X and 2 mjs in Y-direction 

• amax: 20 mjs2 in X and 15 mjs2 in Y-direction 

• mass payload (4 placement heads and 1 BA camera): 16 kg 

• lifetime: 4 years 
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5. The H-drive model 

This chapter describes the H-drive model which is used to compare the use of an IC motor 
and the use of an IL motor. First an overview of the H-drive model is given. In section 
5.2 and further, several elements and their accompanying models, which will be combined 
to form the complete model, will be discussed and explained in more detail. Also all other 
assumptions made in the model and their consequences are discussed. Model elements that 
will be discussed are: 

• The H-drive components and their masses 

• The mechanica! system dynamics 

• The linear motor 

• The linear hearings 

• The X-beam 

• The used motion profile and nominal machine usage 

• The motor supply 

All subroodels are combined and evaluated in MATLAB. In the last section of this chapter, 
section 5.8 an overview of the structure of themainMATLAB file is given. 

The used model parameters, like masses, dimensions, material properties and so on, can be 
found in appendix A. 

5.1 A brief overview of the model 

The overall contiguration and design of the H-drive is kept the sameasin the current ACM. 
An overview of the H-drive is shown in tigure 5.1. Two separate Y-sledges are connected with 
leafsprings to the X-beam with on top the X-sledge. The functions of the leafsprings are to 
allow small misalignments between the two Y-sledges and to compensate for thermal effects, 
like length variations of the X-beam. The X-sledge will also be further referred to as "the 
head". 

Figure 5.1: Overview H-drive 
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Both Y-drives are equipped with the same type of motor and the motor is considered to be 
an add-on component, no integration of stator or mover with other machine parts. The X
motor is located on top of the X-beam between two mechanical roller guides. There are no 
friction or damping forces, in the guidance nor at other places, taken into account. Neither 
will cogging forces and ironlosses in IC motors. Only the electrical resistance of the coils 
in the motor are thermal dependent and no forced motor cooling will be used. A third order 
motion profile will be used to drive the motors. It is assumed that the stiffness of the X-beam 
is determined by the combined stiffness of the bare beam itself, the stator of the X-motor and 
the guidance rails. The X and Y-axes are not stacked on top of each other but kept in one plane. 

Some data to give a better insight in the system dimensions: 

• working field (X x Y): 660 x 1140 mm 

• payload: 16 kg (4 placementheads and 1 BA camera) 

• v max: 1.5 - 2 m/s 

• a max: 15 - 20 mjs2 

5.2 The H-drive components and masses 

5.2.1 The Head 

The head consists of the following components: 

• four placementheads 

• the moving part of the X-motor (mover) 

• the moving part ofthe X-guidance (guide pads) 

• some other components 

The placementheads are the manipulators that actually piek and place the components. The 
other components are among other things a frame which holds all the components together, the 
BA camera, several manifolds to actuate the placementheads, a sensor for the X-direction and 
some controllers for the placementheads. The mass of these components will be kept constant 
during this project because they are assumed to be nearly unaffected by the size or type of the 
X-motor, although the frame fortheIL system can be made less stiff or smaller through the 
absence of attraction forces. 

5.2.2 The X-beam 

The X-beam consist of the following components: 

• the bare X-beam 

• the stationary part of the X-motor (stator) 

• the stationary part of the X -guidance (guide rails) 

• some other components 

The bareX-beamis a rectangular tube as shown in tigure 5.2 with on top the stator, located in 
the centre of the top surface to drive the head in its centre of gravity. At the outer sides of the 
top surface the stationary part of the X-guidance (which are mechanical roller hearings as will 
be discussed later in section 5.4) is located. The other components include the static part of 
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the X-sensor and the cable trunk which guide the cable slab. The mass of thesecomponentsis 
assumed to scale with the lengthof the X-beam. 

Stator 

I 

I 
Bare X-beam 

Guide rail 
I 

n 

Figure 5.2: Cross section X-beam current ACM 

The stiffness of the X-beam plays a dominant part in the dynamics of the H-drive, see section 
5.5. In this thesis it is assumed that the stiffness of the X-beam is determined by the combined 
stiffness of the bare beam itself, the stator of the X-motor and the guide rails (when using 
roller hearings). This assumption and the consequence of other sizes and contigurations of the 
X-beam, motorand guidance will be discussed insection 5.6. 

In this contiguration of the axes, the X-axis is clamped between the two Y-axes thereby keep
ing the forces ofthe X and Y motors in one plane. As aresult ofthis the length ofthe X-beam, 
on which the X-stator is mounted, has to increase respectively decrease if the lengthof the 
stator increases respectively decreases. The length of the stator is determined by the desired 
stroke combined with the length of the mover. 

The leafsprings are attached to the endsof the X-beam and are considered as rotation points 
with mass mieafspring end Stiffness C[eafspring-x and Cieafspring-y· 

5.2.3 The V -sledges 

The components in the Y-sledges are contigured in the same way as in the X-sledge. Each 
sledge contains, besides the mover and guide pads, some other components like a frame which 
holds all the components together, a sensor for the Y-direction, some electronics and a part of 
the cable slab towards the tixed world. 

5.2.4 Current mass distribution 

In table 5.1 the mass distribution for the current ACM is given [Ott04]. Note that in the mass 
of the head a part of the mass of the cable slab, which is located between the head and the 
X-beam, is taken. The mass of "the other components" in the X-beam includes also a part 
of the mass of the cable slab towards the head and depends only on the stroke of the head in 
X-direction and so the mass per metre of these components will be kept constant during this 
rapport. 

5.2.5 Preliminary reflection 

As can be seen the mass of the motor and the guide in the head is less than 10% of the total 
mass of the head. Therefore replacing the IC motor with an IL motor will not result in a 
significant reduction of the mass of the head. This means that the required stiffness of the 
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head 
part kg 
moving part X-motor 2.6 
moving part X-guidance 1.0 
four placement heads 12 
others 10.6 

total 26.2 

moving mass in X-direction 26.2 kg 
moving mass in Y-direction 73.1 kg 

X-beam 
part kg 
beam 10.6 
stationary part X-motor 3.65 
stationary part X-guidance 4.4 
leafsprings 1.8 
others 5.45 
total 25.9 

Table 5.1: Mass balance current ACM 

Y-sledge 
part 
moving part Y-motor 
moving part Y-guidance 
others 

total 

X-beam, as discussed insection 5.5, is not much inftuenced by the mass varlation of the head 
caused by a motor change for the X-drive (in case of constant X-beam length). 

In the near future replacing the placementheads with new placementheads with only half of the 
mass of the current ones is planned. In that case replacing the X-drive motor with an IL motor 
can have a more noticeable effect on the mass of the head and subsequently on the required 
beam stiffness. This should be investigated. Purthermare relocating the mass of the manifolds 
and amplifiers in the head towards the fixed world will make the mass of the motor even rnaver 
more dominant. 

5.3 The Linear motor 

5.3.1 Motor thermal model 

Because the motor performance will decrease with rising temperature of the motor parts (mag
nets and coils, which differs for bath type of motors) a thermal model is made. The temperature 
of the magnet plate Tm and the temperature of the coils Tc can be calculated with equation 5.1 
and 5.2 which follow from the (simplified) thermal model of the motor shown in tigure 5.3. 

A1 
Tcoils =Tc T magnets =Tm 

p Rth2 

Figure 5.3: Simplified thermal motor model Figure 5.4: Motor thermal surfaces 

Rth3 +Rth4 
Tm = P · Rth2 + Tamb 

Rthl + Rth2 + Rth3 + Rth4 
(5.1) 

Rthl +Rth2 
Tc= R +R +R +R P·(Rth3+Rth4)+Tamb 

thl th2 th3 th4 
(5.2) 

In this model Rthl is the thermal resistance from the the coils to the magnet plate through the 
airgap, Rth2 the combined resistance from the magnet plate to ambient and the resistance from 
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the magnet plate through the attached static frame towards the ambient, Rth3 the resistance 
from the coils to the moving frame, and Rth4 the resistance from the moving frame towards the 
ambient. Especially Rth1 and Rth3 will differ between IC and IL motors because of the facts 
mentioned in section 2.2. Note that Rth1 and Rth4 are dependent of the speed and position of 
the coilblock. Also RthZ and Rth4 strongly depend on the attached frame surfaces (size, shape, 
materialand so on). 

For simplifications some assumptions have been made: 

• the coil block bas a homogenous temperature 

• no water or forced air cooling used 

• stationary operation (constant "moderate" speed) so constant heat transfer 

• the position dependenee is neglected (because it is assumed that the motor moves much 
faster than the time required to heat a (small) part of the machine significantly) 

• the ambient air temperature is constant (the temperature under the bood of the machine 
surrounding the coils in combination with the moving frame and the magnet plate in 
combination with the static frame) 

• the moving frame and the static frame have a homogenous temperature which is for the 
static frame the same as the magnet plate temperature (small and/or well conducting 
frames) 

The total power loss 

For the total power loss P used in the previous equations holds: 

P = Pdiss + Pfe (5.3) 

with Pdiss as the copper losses in the motor according to equation 5.4 and Pfe (for ironcore mo
tors) all other powerlossesin the motor like Eddy-currents and hysteresis losses. Mechanica! 
losses in the motor are included in the load. 

(5.4) 

S (in N2 /W) is the motor steepness for the linear motor at the operating temperature of the 
motor coils and magnets according to: 

K 2 
S _ (Tm) 

(Tc,Tm) - 1 5 R 
• ' ph-ph(Tc) 

(5.5) 

in which K (in N/ Arms) is the temperature dependant motor force constant and Rph-ph the 
temperature dependant electrical phase-phase resistance according to: 

Krref · (1 +kt· (Tm- Tref)) 

Rrref · (1 +a· (Tc- I'ret)) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

The force temperature constant kt and the resistance temperature constant a are kt= -0.0013 
K-1 (like holds for the magnetic material Vacodym 510HR) and a= 0.004 K- 1 (for copper) 
respectively. 
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For a fixed value of Frms holds that Pdiss depends on the operating temperature of the motor 
parts, P can be calculated by substituting equation 5.4 to 5.7 into equation 5.3 and taking the 
correct ambient and reference temperatures for the motor characteristics. This leads to: 

Substitution of equation 5.1 and 5.2 gives: 

Solving equation 5.9 gives the total power losses P with the motor coils and magnets at the 
operating temperature. 

The thermal resistances 

To calculate the total power loss with equation 5.9 the thermal resistances of the motor should 
he known. Unfortunately linear motor manufactures often only supply an overall thermal re
sistance from the coils to the ambient (by a specified attached surface and a moderate speed). 
Consequently the temperature for the magnets during operation remains unknown and the drop 
of the motor force constant as a consequence of a temperature rise of the magnets can not he 
taken into account. If we still want to use equation 5.9, the heat resistance can hebasedon the 
size of the surfaces at which the heat transfer takes place, as shown in tigure 5.4, and the heat 
transfer coefficient at that surface. 

The effect of the heating of the magnets can result in a 4% drop of the motor force constant 
K in an IC motor. This is based on data from Etel which states that for an Etel IC motor the 
magnets are at approximately 50 oe when the motor is at its maximal operating temperature 
of 130 oe [Ete03]. The drop of the motor force constant may he even larger for an IL motor, 
caused by the, as mentioned earlier, smaller mounting interface between coilblock and rnaving 
frame and a larger heat transfer surface between coilblock and magnets. Etel states that the 
magnets are at 75 oe for an IL motorwithits coils at its maximal operating temperature of 130 
oe (at specified conditions). 

Although the resistances are strongly dependant of the application and the ambient conditions, 
for a first estimation the overall thermal resistance, specified by the manufacturer, is used 
tagether with the data provided by Etel, and combined with the estimated heat transferring 
surface sizes. With these data the ratio between the four thermal resistances and the overall 
thermal resistance is determined for all motors. This means that Rth2 and Rth4 scale with the 
motor size and are not determined by the application. In appendix B these figures are shown. 

5.3.2 Linear motor specifications 

Because different manufactures from linear motors are often giving different specifications 
and/or are using other definitions or are using other reference temperatures, linear motors 
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from different manufactures can (often) not be compared at a glance by comparing the data 
sheets. Most important specifications, like the force temperature constant k1, are not given at 
all. Also note that when using data from data sheets these numbers are never exact numbers. 
Por example the motor constant Km will vary several percent. Although the coils are identical, 
having exactly the same number of tums, a toleranee of 5% on the resistance can be found 
caused by wire diameter tolerances). Also the magnet trackscan have a varlation in magnet 
strengtbs of 3-5% within one manufactured lotto the next. All magnets will meet the minimal 
magnet specification. The tolerances on the motor force constant K and the coil resistance R 
has a clear influence on the amplifier specifications and on the losses. 

5.3.3 Motor stator as an add-on component 

Because the mass of the stator of a linear motor consist of a great part of steel, even more for 
an IL stator, it might be useful to use this steel also as a construction materiaL So instead of 
bolting the stator onto the X-beam it might be useful to glue the magnets straight onto the X
beam. An advantage of this could be reduction of mass, although the mounting surface should 
be stiff enough to prevent (too much) deflection caused by the attraction forcesin an IC motor. 
A disadvantage could be maintenance or replacement. Also, the construction of an integrated 
IL stator can be more difficult than an IC stator. 

During the rest of this project the stators of the motors are considered to be an add-on compo
nent, so no integration of the magnets into the X or Y-beams. 

5.3.4 Iron losses and cogging 

The coulomb friction (hysteresis) and viscous friction ( eddy currents) for a LiMMs, the Philips 
Linear Motor Motion System is a high performance positioning system, are approximately 5 
N and 16 Ns/m, see [VerOO]. This is a combination of intemal motor forces (ironlosses) and 
guidance forces. These forces are small, compared to the total required forces (5 to 10% of 
Fmax in Y-direction), and because no data for the coulomb friction (hysteresis) and viscous 
friction ( eddy currents) in IC motors is available, these forces are left out of the evaluation 
given in the next chapters. 

The same holds for the cogging forces. Cogging in ironcore motors is typically smaller than 
5% ofthe motor's continuous rated force. Because these forces arealso switching between co
operating and counteracting, the influence of these forces on F,ms, Irms and on the dissipation 
is very small. The influence on the required peak force Fmax is more noticeable but still small 
compared to the total forces, so these forces are also left out of the evaluation given in the next 
chapters. 

5.3.5 Required V-motor forces and load position 

The Y-motor forces listed in table 5.2, taken from the results discussed in chapter 6 for a 
specific load and a specific contiguration with IC motors, are the forces required when the load 
(placement heads) is operated in the centre of the work areaso both Y-motors equally sharing 
the load. When the load is operated at one end of the X-beam there will be a difference in 
forces required for both Y-motors as also listed in the table. 

If the load is continuously operated at one side of the work area, the forces which the motor 
should deliver are significant greater and so the motor and also the amplifier requirements will 
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load at centre 
Y1 &Y2 

N 187 
N 524 

load at Y1 
Y1 Y2 
259 115 
726 322 

Table 5.2: Required Y-motor forces depending on load position 

The H-drive model 

change. During this project only the situation with the load in the centre will be considered, to 
select and specify the motor and amplifier, because the PCB will be placed in the centre of the 
work area and only for some short times there will be movement in Y direction with the head 
out of the centre. 

5.3.6 Motor supply 

We will also investigated if, and how much the motor supply differs for an IC or IL drive. Dif
ferences will occur through differences in moving masses and motor characteristics. Selecting 
a suitable power supply to drive the motor will be based on: 

• the required power supply voltage, Uph-ph,peak 

• the required amplifier peak output power, Pamp,peak 

• the required peak rms current, lph,peak,rms 

• the required continuous rms current, lph,cont,rms 

Uph-ph,peak and Pamp,peak are maximal for the step size where Vmax and amax are reached, so 
these val u es will be calculated over the step St max. I ph,peak,rms is independent of the step size by 
the used third order motion profile because lph,peak,rms is linear dependent from amax. lph,cont,rms 
is also independent of step size (as long as the stationary motion part is not extended) because 
lph,cont,rms is linear dependent from arms· 

The momentary power and power supply voltage to drive the motor can be calculated with 
equations 5.10 and 5.11 [Com03]. 

fiK 
Uph-ph(t) =V -;3 s . 

F(tf 'te dF(t) 
Pamp(t) = v(t) ·F(t) + -

8
- + S ·F(t) ·-----;]( 

dF(t) 21t 
( F (t) +'te · -----;]( + S · v(t) )2 + ( 

2
p · v(t) ·'te · F (t) )2 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

With K and S at the calculated motor temperature, p the pole pitch [N-S], v the speed and 
'te the electrical time constant of the motor, cables and connectors not included, at operating 
temperature according: 

Lph-ph 
'te = --'----!.-

Rph-ph 
(5.13) 

5.4 The linear bearings 

In this section the choice of mechanica} roller hearings over air hearings is motivated. In ap
pendix C other types of hearings are discussed. 
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Although, the use of air hearings is a good salution because of the absence of friction farces, 
which results in a smoother motion, no contamination and less maintenance, it would require 
some sart of air supply to the sledges. Furthermore, combing air hearings with an IC motor is 
more difficult than combing air hearings with an IL motor, due to the attraction force between 
rnaver and stator in an IC motor. Although this force can be used to prelaad the hearing, this 
force is high and fluctuates in time and place and would result in a larger hearing when com
bining with an IL motor. 

Air hearing specialists at Philips Applied Technologies stated that the mass of the hearing pads 
of air hearings for the investigated application is camparabie with the mass of the mechanica} 
hearing pads (slightly higher for IC and slightly lower for IL-drives). Because of the fact that 
this mass is less than 4% of the total mass of the head, no significant change of mass in the 
head is expected. For the stationary hearing part also no large change in mass is expected al
though the mass contribution of the guide rails is a bout 17 % of the total mass of the X -beam. 
Air hearings only require a stiff surface with special surface conditions like that it can handle 
mechanica} contact between the head and the X-beam. The X-beam should be stiffened to 
compensate the lose in stiffness from the removed guide rails. The added mass to do this is ex
pected to be al most as much as the mass of the removed rails , as mentioned later in this chapter. 

Initial purchase casts of air hearings are suspected to be camparabie with mechanica} hear
ings, but the cast of ownership will be higher for air hearings (air usage air hearings against 
maintenance/wear mechanica} hearings). 

Concluding air hearings may be a good alternative for mechanica} hearings, especially in com
bination with an IL motor, but no significant mass or cast reduction is expected. Because of 
these facts and because the friction farces in mechanica} hearings are small compared with the 
total force, as mentioned later, and will therefore nat influence the motor size or dissipation 
much, during the rest of this project only the use of mechanica} roller hearings, like the ones 
currently used and shown in tigure 5.5, will be considered. 

H D 
Figure 5.5: INA linear roller hearing pad on guide rail 

5.4.1 Friction and damping farces in the bearings 

The amount of hearing friction and damping depends on the type and size of the guide and 
on the laad on this guide. Because of the attraction farces (if nat compensated) in systems 
equipped with IC motors the hearing friction and damping farces will be higher than in sys
tems equipped with IL motors. As these farces are switching between co-operating and coun
teracting, the influence of these farces on Frms. Irms and on the dissipation is very small. The 
influence on the required peak force Fmm: is more noticeable and also on the required amplifier 
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peak current Irms,peak and the amplifier peak power Pamp,peak· 

The combined internal motor forces, see section 5.3, friction forces and damping forces from 
the guidance in the current ACM are around 5 N and 16 Ns/m [VerOO]. Because these forces 
are small compared to the inertia forces (20 kg with max 20 mjs2 gives Fmax= 400 N for 
the X-drive) and no accurate data is available for only the friction and damping forcesin the 
guidance system of the current ACM, these forces are left out of the model. 

5.4.2 Bearing sizing 

The size of the mechanica! hearings will be selected mainly on the required lifetime. The 
choice for a suitable size is limited to a selected subset of products out of the standard INA 
product range and to products which are (as much as possible) comparable with the current 
hearings ( except for dynamic load ratings). The hearing contiguration for the X and Y-sledges 
are the same and each sledge contains three hearing pads divided over two guide rails. The size 
of the whole sledges and the location of the COG, in respect to the hearing pads, are assumed 
to stay constant for every motor type and or size. 

See appendix D for mechanica! hearing calculations and for a list of the selected subset of 
possible hearings. 

5.5 The mechanical system dynamics 

Changing the motors, in type or size, in the XY-drive bas little influence on the mass of the 
head and the Y-sledges, but a great influence on the mass of the X-beam, because of stator 
mass and length variations, guide variations and as a consequence of the stiffness adjustments 
of the X-beam. 

To keep the time-domaio performances, like settling time, ofthe H-drive constant when chang
ing the motor, two models are made to investigate the natural frequencies, which are dominant 
for the bandwidth of the system. One for the X-direction and one for the Y-direction. As 
mentioned in [Ott04] the settling time will roughly vary linear with the bandwidth. As a rule 
of thumb, the first dominant natural frequency should be a factor 5-10 higher than the required 
bandwidth frequency. Therefore if these natural frequencies are kept the same for the different 
situations, the bandwidth stays more-or less the same and so will the settling times. 

5.5.1 The X-drive model 

As discussed in [Cox93] the X-servo bandwidth is limited by the stiffness ofthe Yl-guide and 
the Yl-leafspring, and the masses of the Yl-sledge and the X-beam. The X-stiffness of the 
Y2-leafspring is zero to compensate forthermal expansion of the X-beam. 

Figure 5.6 shows the model which is used to calculate the dynamics in X-direction. Increasing 
the stiffness of the leafspring to increase the bandwidth and thereby improving the settling
time, is limited to a small amount without losing its function. Because this could also be 
done within the original ACM this is oot further investigated. Furthermore, the stiffness of 
the Y-guidance is already high due to the selected type and size. Therefore, if the mass of the 
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Figure 5.6: Dynamica! model for the X-direction 

X-beam increases the possible bandwidth and consequently the setding-time in X-direction 
will decrease. 

5.5.2 The V -drive model 

As discussed in [Cox93] and [Ott04] the bandwidth for the Y-servo is limited by the bending 
stiffness in Y-direction of the X-beam, the stiffness of the X-guide and the stiffness of the 
leafsprings, and the masses of the X-beam, the head and the Y-sledges. The bandwidth for the 
Y-servo currently lies around the 30-35 Hz. 

Figure 5.7 shows the model which is used to calculate the natural frequencies in the Y
direction. 

• 

Ciaafspring y1 

•Y 

Y1 
sledge 

X F 
.... ~ 

Head 

X-beam 
c,eafspring y2 

F 

~ 
Figure 5.7: Dynamica! model for the Y-direction 

The head (the X-sledge) is modeled as a rigid beam with mass mhead and rotation moment of 
inertia lhead· The Y-sledges are modeled as point masses with mass mysledge· The X-guide is 
represented by two springs which are connected to the end of the head and have the stiffness 
of a KUSE20HL carriage, see section 5.4. 

The X-beam is modeled with n Euler beam elements [Rao05]. With this beam model it is 
possible to conneet the X-sledge to the X-beam on every point along the beam, by changing 
the length and the number of beam elements. See appendix E for the denvation of the mass 
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and stiffness matrix which are evaluated in MATLAB. 

To validate the MATLAB model, the current LiMMs situation is also evaluated in ANSYS. 
The results for the first three natura! frequencies match within 3%. See appendix I for the 
ANSYS input file. 

The stiffness of the X-beam is considered to be the most dominant stiffness in this mode. lt 
can be stiffened as discussed in section 5.6. Increasing the stiffness of the leafsprings, while 
maintaining its functionality, is limited to a small amount and would not give the required gain 
in bandwidth. Because this could also be done within the original ACM, this is not further 
investigated. The stiffness of the Y-guidance is already high because of the selected type. lt is 
not investigated how much the stiffness changes when a smaller guide, from the same type, is 
selected but these changes are expected to be small. Also, the inftuence of the leafsprings on 
the bending frequency is small compared to the stiffness of the beam. 

Table 5.3 lists the (calculated) natura! frequencies, which limit the bandwidth, for each direc
tion as found in [Cox93], [Ott04] and calculated with the above mentioned models. It should 
be mentioned that the frequency in Y-direction is position dependant, but it is calculated with 
the head in the centre of the X-beam. 

fe-x 
fe-y 

calculated 
by [Cox93] 

Hz 200 
Hz 180 

calculated 
by[Ott04] 

377 

calculated 
with tig 5.6 and 5.7 
307 
385 

description modeshape 
translation Y-sledge and beam in X-direction 
bending of X-beam in Y-direction 

Table 5.3: First natura! frequencies in X and Y-direction 

The differences between the first natura! frequencies as referred to in [Ott04], the frequencies 
as found by [Cox93] and the calculated frequencies with the mentioned models, are caused by 
the use of different simplified models and the use of different model parameters. The last one 
because of changed dimensions and through differences between parameter calculations and 
measurements errors. The results derived from the models, as listed in table 5.4 and the next 
chapters, must therefore not be interpreted as absolute numbers but must be seen as relative 
figures to estimate the change in settling-time. 

5.5.3 Results 

If, for example, we look at the first bending mode in Y-direction of the current ACM with 
the IC LiMMs motor, the natura! frequency, calculated with the Y-model, willlie around the 
385Hz as shown in column 1 of table 5.4. If we replace the X-motor with a camparabie IC 
motor from Anorad, motor LC50200, this frequency will drop to 360 Hz, column 2. This will 
roughly result in a 1.07 times langer settling-time. To maintain the original setding-time the 
beam could be stiffened as discussed in section 5.6. The results for this case are shown in 
column 3. 

The table also shows the calculated frequency for the X-direction. This frequency has dropped 
slightly because of the increased mass of the X-beam. 
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1 2 3 
LiMMs LC50200 LC50200 

origina1 beam stiffened beam 
Mass head kg 26.2 26.4 26.4 
Mass X-beam kg 24.1 24.4 25.8 
Mass Y-sledge kg 10.5 10.5 10.5 
C X-guide N/m 3.3e8 3.3e8 3.3e8 
CX-beam N/m 1.25e8 1e8 1.25e8 
fe x Hz 301 299 291 
fe y Hz 385 361 385 

Table 5.4: Natural frequencies comparison for the original LiMMs motorand a comparable 
Anorad motor before and after stiffening of the X-beam 

5.6 The X-beam stiffness 

Because the (bending) stiffness ofthe X-beam plays a dominant part in the dynamics ofthe H
drive, the stiffness of the beam is evaluated in this section. In this thesis it is assumed that the 
stiffness of the X-beam is determined by the combined stiffness of the bare X-beam, the stator 
of the X-motor and the guidance rails. This means that these parts are adequately connected 
(in this case with sufficient bolts) toeach other so that the parts behave as a single member. 

The cross-section of the bareX-beamis assumed as shown in tigure 5.8 with equal wall thick
ness for the upper and under wall and equal thickness for the left and right wall. 

lz 

• g 

jf'; 0 

11 :h 
ly 

12 

w .. 20 

Figure 5.8: Cross section X-beam current 
Figure 5.9: Crosseetion guideway 

ACM 

The guide rails are assumed to have a cross section as shown in tigure 5.9 (proportional for 
bigger or smaller guide rails) and are placed at a distance g from the centre of the X-beam. 

5.6.1 Adjusting stiffness bare X-beam 

The stiffness of the bare X-beam can be changed by: 

• changing I (changing shape and/or size cross section) 

• changing the Youngs modules E (changing material) 

• a combination of both 

In this thesis it is assumed that the material, building volume, and cross section shape of the 
bare X-beam stays the same for all concepts. This means that only the wall thickness of the 
beam can be changed to influence the stiffness. This is of course not the most efticient metbod 
(stiffness to mass ratio) to change the stiffness. To change the stiffness in Y-direction only 
the wall thickness t2, tigure 5.8, will be adjusted. The consequences for the stiffness in other 
directions (like Z-direction and torque) are not investigated. 
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5.6.2 Stiffness X-beam with an IC stator 

Measurements in the past revealed that the stiffness cy and Cz for the current ACM X-beam 
(LiMMs stator and INA Kuse20 guide rails, stiffness measured in the centre of the X-beam, 
directionsas shown in tigure 5.1) are approximately 1.2e8 N/m and 1.5e7 N/m [Jon94]. 

The IC stator of the motor is modeled as a flat steel plate. The orientation of the stator on top 
of the X-beam is in such a way that the greatest profit in stiffness is achieved in the Y-direction 
but in centre of the top surface, tigure 5.8. To see if the assumptions can match the reality, the 
stiffness (in the centre of the beam) is calculated with equation 5.14 which is the stiffness for 
a simple supported beam. In appendix F it is shown how to calculate the moment of inertia I 
for a built-up beam. 

48·E·I 
c= ---=---

[3 
(5.14) 

In table 5.5 the stiffness for the current X-beam is listed besides the calculated X-beam stiff
ness. 

Cy 

Cz 

N/m 
N/m 

currentACM 
1.2e8 
1.5e7 

calculations 
1.19e8 
1.85e7 

Table 5.5: Combined stiffness current ACM X-beam (Steel beam with dimensions as in tigure 
5.8 and appendix A, length =961mm, IC stator IC80 and guide rails INA Kuse20) 

In the Y-direction the calculated stiffness seems comparable ( +5%) with the measured stiff
ness (although greatly inftuenced by distance g from the guides to the centre of the beam). For 
the Z-direction the calculated stiffness seems quit high compared with the measured stiffness 
( +40% ). This may be caused by the, in reality, lower contri bution in stiffness from the guides 
and the stator through the different load direction on to the bolts compared with the load in 
Y-direction (tension insteadof shear). 

Table 5.61ist the contribution of the different beam parts to the overall second moment of area 
of the X -beam. 

currentACM calculated y calculated z 
Ibeam m4 0.96e-6 6.04e-6 
I beam and guide m4 1.62e-6 1.07e-5 
I beam and stator m4 1.44e-6 6.38e-6 
Iy m4 1.32e-6 1.83e-6 

Iz m4 1.06e-5 l.lle-5 

Table 5.6: Stiffness X-beam 

The contribution of the bare X-beam (stiffness bareX-beamis 0.68e-8 N/m) to the overall 
stiffness ofthe X-beam is ±55%. Because the guide rails are mounted almost as far as possible 
from the neural axis (more in Y-direction lessin Z-direction, at the side of the X-beam top 
surfaces) their contribution (±42%) to the stiffness of the X-beam in Y-direction is almost 
optimal. The stiffness contribution of the IC stator in Y-direction is very low, ±3% caused by 
its location close to the neutral axes. 
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5.6.3 Stiffness IL stator 

For calculating the second moment of area (/) for an IL stator the stator is considered to be a 
solid U shaped steel part (figure 5.10). This is true forsome motors/manufactures but by other 
motors/manufactures it consists out of two steel plates bolted on to a steel or aluminium beam. 

Figure 5.10: IL stator 

The calculated stiffness for the IL stator will therefore probably be higher than in reality but 
for now this calculation metbod will be used in the remainder of this project. In the future 
some measurements could be performed to obtain more accurate results for the stiffness of the 
IL stator. 

5.6.4 Changing the X-beam contiguration 

As mentioned in the previous sections the stiffness contribution of the IC stator to the total 
stiffness in Y-direction is very limited. Especially if you look at it in comparison with the 
added mass. The same is expected for the IL stator but that will be shown in the next chapter. 
To increase the stiffness contribution, other X-beam/stator configurations could be considered, 
like the ones shown in figure 5.11. For example placing the stator at the side of the X-beam, 
but this bas the disadvantage that the load will no longer be driven in its cog. To compensate 
this effect, two smaller motors could be used and mounted at each side of the X-beam. This 
bas the additional benefit for the IC motor that the attraction forces of each motor compensate 
each other and the guide can be smaller. 

JD~~~~~Db ~D~~~~~O~ 

IL:::==I =======~IIIL:::==I =======:=::::::::::...1 

~I D IL:::::::=::::=ID ===========:::JDII~ 
D D D ~ 

0~1 ~10 ~I l~ 
Figure 5.11: Motor configurations 

Because this would leadtoa completeredesign of the X-beam and X-sledge and would also 
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give room to change other parameters, like the cross section shape, these options are, at the 
moment, not further investigated. 

5.6.5 Preliminary reflection 

• The stiffness contribution of the guide rails to the X-beam in Y-direction is high. Re
placing the guide rails with a smaller guide rail will therefore reduce the stiffness of the 
X-beam. lt is expected that to compensate this almost the same mass should be added 
to the bare beam to compensate this. 

• The stiffness contribution from the IC stator to the X-beam is low. This could also be 
the case for the IL stator because it is also mounted closely to the neutral axis of the 
beam. 
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5.7 The used motion profile and nominal machine usage 

5.7.1 Motion profile 

To select the motor and to determine the motor supply requirements a "third order motion 
profile" will be used to drive the sledges. This motion profile is commonly used in advanced 
production systems. The advantage of this motion profile is the limited jerk, no steps in the 
acceleration profile, which is preferabie because a high jerk can energize the mechanica} reso
nances in a motion system [Ver99] . This is especially important during scanning and stepping 
motions to reach a high accuracy (small dynamic positioning errors). A disadvantage of this 
motion profile is a higher power dissipation in the motor compared to other motion profiles 
like a triangular or trapezoidal motion profile, see appendix G and [Com03]. It also requires a 
higher peak current and consequently a bigger (more powerful) amplifier. 

To limit the power dissipation, when using a third order motion profile, the acceleration and 
deceleration intervals should be one third of the total stroke time, see appendix G and [Ver99]. 
Only when the stroke is so long that the maximal velocity is exceeded, the constant speed 
interval during motion is extended. In tigure 5.12 the motion profile (position, velocity, accel
eration and jerk) of one step with a length of 600 mm is shown. 
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Figure 5.12: Third order motion profilefora Figure 5.13: A IPC-9850 SOIC-16 board 
step with a length of 600 mm 

5.7.2 Nominal machine usage 

For selecting a motor and amplifier a nominal machine use (average use) has to be defined. 
In this project the filling of an IPC-9850 SOIC-16 board, see tigure 5.13, is used as the nom
ina} machine output. The standard "IPC-9850" has been developed to standardize parame
ters, measurement procedures, and methodologies used for specification, and evaluation of 
assembly equipment. This standard makes it possible to campare different SMD placement 
machines. The SOIC16 board contains 80 SOIC-16's and is further described in [IPC01]. 
SOIC-16 integrated circuits were selected as a standard component because of their relatively 
low cast and robust construction. SOIC-16 components are believed to be representative for a 
braad class of coarse pitch leaded components. Almast all placement machines are capable of 
processing SOIC-16 devices, so this component makes it possible to campare the performance 
of the various machine models. 

In appendix H the filling methad and motion parameters are given. 
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5.8 Matlab main file 

'-------------1 Nexl Y·molor 

Figure 5.14: Matlab main file structure 

Figure 5.14 shows the structure of themainMATLAB file in which the completeH-drive 
model is described. The model accepts several input parameters that can be varied: mass of 
payload, mass distribution of other machine parts, used motion profile and stepsizes, working 
area, required dynamic response in Y-direction, X-beam dimensions, and stiffness of several 
components. The used motion profile and stepsizes are generated in a separate MATLAB file 
profile.m. All other inputs are defined in the file input.m. The results for all motor combi
nation are stored in one structure array which is saved to the file results.mat. The results are 
evaluated with a separate MATLAB file evalall.m. All MATLAB m-files are shortly described 
in appendix J. 
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6. Simulation and results 

The model developed in chapter 5 can be used to compare different combinations of motors 
in an H-drive. In this chapter, we will focuss on comparing IC and IL motors, in a specific 
situation: applying IC or IL motors in an ACM. This machine is currently equipped with three 
IC motors, but we will investigated if a combination, or the use of only, IL motors may be 
more suitable for this type of application. 

In order to do this, two situations will be simulated. First, the current situation with a payload 
of 12 kg (4 big placementheads) is simulated. Second, a situation with a payload of 6 kg is 
simulated, as in the near feature a mass reduction of the placementheads by a factor two is 
expected (4 new small placementheads). Both situations are simulated withall possible com
binations of IL and IC motors. 

In the second situation, the mass of the head is also reduced by moving the amplifiers and 
manifolds for the placementheads towards the fixed world, resulting in a additional mass re
duction of the head of approximately 4,5 kg. A result of this is that the mass of the motor 
and guide becomes more dominant in the head with respect to the total mass of the head. So, 
as an IC mover is heavier than an IL mover, this difference bas a larger effect on the weight 
reduction in the second situation than in the first situation. Therefor, using an IL motor in the 
second situation might be more efficient. 

The model accepts several input parameters that can be varied: mass of payload, mass distribu
tion of other machine parts, used motion profile and stepsizes, working area, required dynamic 
response in Y-direction, X-beam dimensions, and stiffness of several components. 

To compare the motors in the above described situations, the payload and the mass distribu
tion will be varied, all other input parameters remain equal for the two situations. The used 
motion profile (profile 220215) is described in appendixHand the other input parameters and 
are listed in appendix A. 

As described earlier the different motor combination will be compared at: 

• Dynamica! response 

• Power dissipation 

• Amplifier requirements 

• Pootprint size 

Other advantages or disadvantages between the two motor types as discussed in the previous 
sections, like cogging and cost, will only be discussed sideways. Based on these simulation 
results some conclusions will be drawn about the differences between the use of IC or IL mo
tors in the XY-drive. However, we should be carefut with interpretation of the results because 
only a small subset of motors is evaluated. There might be other motors (or custom built) with 
specifications that lead to a more preferabie system. 
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During the simulation, the first design goal was to keep the dynamica! response in Y- direc
tion comparable with the current response of the ACM machine. So all systems are optimized 
towards setding time in Y-direction. No investigation is done in the effect of, for example, 
increasing the X-settling time or power dissipation in Y-direction at the costof the Y- setding 
time. It should also be mentioned that reducing the setding time is not required. During set
ding of the XY-stage the Z-stroke can be performed. 

Motor combinations will be notated as ~ with x the number of the X-motor and y the number 
of both Y-motors. If we speak about an IC-IL combination we mean an IC X-drive in com
bination with an IL Y-drive. The guides that are used are listed in appendix D and are also 
addressed with a number. An increasing guide number means increasing size ( dynamic load 
rating). 

6.1 Motor set 

Table 6.1 lists the set of linear motors which are evaluated in this chapter. The tab1e lists the 
main characteristics of the motors. More motor characteristics can be found in appendix K and 
[Ete03]. The set, containing 11 IC and 10 IL motors, is selected out of the standard product 
range of one manufacturer (Anorad) and also limited on stator width (not wider than X-beam), 
the continuous force Fcont shou1d be greater than 85 N (the lowest expected moving mass 
(payload and frame x-sledge) times the smallest rms acceleration during the movement cycle) 
and the peak force Fmax should at least be greater than 180 N (the expected lowest moving 
mass times the maximal acceleration). 

# Name Type Fcont Fpeak Km Fattrac mass mass length 
rnaver stator mover 

N N N/VW N kg kg/m m 
1 LC30100D IC 86 198 11.7 393 1.25 4.712 0.134 
2 LC30200D IC 172 395 16.5 786 2.22 4.712 0.234 
3 LC30300D IC 259 593 20.3 1179 3.2 4.712 0.334 
4 LC30400D IC 345 790 23.4 1572 4.17 4.712 0.434 
5 LC50100D IC 139 318 15.1 690 1.79 6.62 0.134 
6 LC50200D IC 279 632 21.3 1379 3.13 6.62 0.234 
7 LC50300D IC 422 990 26.5 2069 4.47 6.62 0.334 
8 LC50400D IC 536 1270 30.7 2758 5.8 6.62 0.434 
9 LC100100D IC 262 622 23.7 1310 2.93 11.39 0.134 

10 LC100200D IC 523 1240 33.5 2620 5.22 11.39 0.234 
11 LC100300D IC 758 1860 41.1 3930 7.51 11.39 0.334 

12 LEAS4S IL 107 338 9.8 0 0.7 8.8 0.244 
13 LEAS6S IL 156 489 12.1 0 1.1 8.8 0.364 
14 LEAS8S IL 186 589 13.9 0 1.6 8.8 0.484 
15 LEBS4S IL 130 410 12 0 0.7 11.4 0.244 
16 LEBS6S IL 189 596 14.7 0 1.1 11.4 0.364 
17 LEBS8S IL 226 716 16.9 0 1.6 11.4 0.484 
18 LECS2S IL 158 498 16.7 0 1.5 29.2 0.127 
19 LECS4S IL 317 1001 23.6 0 2.9 29.2 0.247 
20 LECS6S IL 465 1490 28.8 0 4.4 29.2 0.366 
21 LECS8S IL 624 1979 33.1 0 5.8 29.2 0.487 

LiMMs 12C 1.1 T IC 275 800 34.1 1600 2.6 3.8 0.220 

Table 6.1: Some motor characteristics 
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The current IC motor used in the ACM, the LiMMs, is not manufactured by Anorad. If we 
look at the force specifications of the LiMMs motor, it is comparable with Anorad motor 3 
and 6 but the Anorad motors are much heavier, mover as well as stator, and their efficiency 
is lower. Motor 6 has a comparable mover length, but no Anorad motor has a comparable 
efficiency. This may be caused by the conditions at which the specifications are given, as 
they vary between manufacturers, but will be mainly caused by a better design of the motor. 
A major noticeable difference between both motor designs is the size of the pool pitch. For 
the Limms motor the pool pitch is more than twice as small as for the Anorad motors. The 
difference between the stator mass from the LiMMs and the stators from the Anorad motors 
(through the thickness of the metal base plate on which the magnets are glued) can also be 
explained by this. Note that this plate also provides stiffness to the stator. 

For the evaluation we only investigate existing motors. Note that all given motor specifications 
arenotexact numbers but vary within 10%. 

6.2 Discussion of results, 12kg payload 

In this section the results from the first simulation, the ACM with a payload of 12 kg are 
discussed. First a few general remarks about the results are made. After these remarks, the 
results are discussed in more detail with the focus on the difference in use of IL and IC motors. 

6.2.1 General overview 

Motor force limitations 

Figure 6.1 shows, for a payload of 12 kg, that the required Fcont is the limiting factor for the 
IC as well fortheIL motors in the X-drive. This is because the ratio Fpeak/ Frms ( or amax/ arms) 
for the current motion profile is about 2.0 as shown in appendix H. As this ratio is smaller 
than the ratio between peak and rms force for the used IC and IL motors (about respectively 
2.3 and 3.1), with this motion profile no advantage can betaken from the higher possible peak 
force of IL motors for the X-drive. However, the IL motors do have a much greater reserve in 
Fpeak than the IC motors. 
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Figure 6.1: forces 

For the Y-directions the ratio Fpeak/ Frms is approximately 2.8, so some IC motors will fail on 
the required peak force. 
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Moving masses 

Figure 6.2 shows the rnaving masses in bath directions for all possible motor combinations. 
From this figure we can conclude the following (this will be discussed more in the next sec
tions): 

• The lightest head is indeed an IL head but the difference with the lightest head is small 

• As expected the rnaving mass in Y-direction depends also on the size of the Y-motor 
(horizon tal rows of motor combinations) 

• The smallest rnaving mass in Y-direction can be achieved for an IC-IL combination, 
followed by the IC-IC, the IL-IL and the IL-IC combinations 

• The rnaving mass for an XY-drive with an IL X-motor is much heavier than for an IC 
X-drive, so much more strain on the Y-motors 
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Figure 6.2: Moving masses for all combinations 

Settling-time in X-direction 

140 

Figure 6.3 shows the first natural frequency for all possible combination plotted against the 
X-beam mass. 

We can see that the frequency depends on the mass of the X-beam. All combinations with an 
IL X-drive are located in the lower left corner of the figure. This means that YX-drives with 
an IL motor, having a heavier X-beam (resulting in a higher rnaving mass in Y as could be 
seen in figure 6.2), will have a lower frequency and so a langer settling time than XY-drives 
with an IC X-motor. 

Power dissipation 

Figure 6.4 shows for all combinations the power dissipation in bath directions. Lines are also 
plotted for the total power dissipation (one X-motor and two Y-motors). The use of a larger 
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motor will decrease the power dissipation. 
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Mass balance head and X-beam 

In tigure 6.5 the mass distribution in the head and X-beam are given for all possible X-drive 
with a (non specific) IC Y-drive. For Both the IC and IL head holds that the mass of the motor 
and guide is small compared to the total mass of the head. The greatest mass component in an 
IC X-drive is the mass of the bare beam. For an IL X-drive this is the mass of the stator. The 
bare X-beam cao indeed be lighter for an IL X-drive than for an IC X-drive but the total mass 
of the beam is greater. 
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Figure 6.5: Mass balance head and X-beam 

Reference point 

Now we have some general insights of the differences betweentheuse of an IC or IL motor 
we willlook in more detail to some combinations. 

To have a base-line for camparing an IC and IL motor for the H-drive, one combination is 
chosen to serve as a reference combination to which all other motor combinations cao be 
compared. The LiMMs motor is oot considered to be a good reference solution, as it has much 
better specifications and is from another manufacturer. So we select a, as much as possible, 
comparable IC-IC motor combination from the Anorad motor subset. Figure 6.6 again shows 
the moving masses in both directions but now only for the IC-IC combinations with equal X 
and Y-motors and also the LiMMs combination is plotted. Combinations c~, c~ and cg seem, 
at least as far as the moving masses are concemed, the most comparable. Combination c~ is 
chosen because it has comparable force characteristics, see table 6.1 and appendix K. 

6.2.2 An IC or IL X-drive 

First we will only look at the X-drive to see what the differences are between an IC and an 
IL X-drives. To make it more clearly we will start by looking at the combinations with one 
"non specific" fixed IC Y-motor (motor number 7). The main results for all possible motor 
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combinations are listed in table 6.2. In table L.l in appendix L all results, including required 
forces, coil and magnet temperature in motor operation point, more amplifier requirements 
and guide and machine size are given. 

motor x - 3 4 6 7 8 9 lO 11 19 20 21 
y - 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

mass head kg 26.5 27.5 26.4 27.9 29.8 26.2 29.2 31.5 25.7 27.2 28.9 
mass X-beam kg 27.1 34.2 28.3 29.4 37.5 31.4 33.7 35.7 44.3 48.9 66 
mass Y-slide kg 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 
mass move Y kg 80.4 88.4 81.4 84 94.1 84.4 89.7 93 .9 96.8 102.8 121.7 
fe1 x Hz 283 253 278 273 241 264 254 248 222 212 182 

DCthennal x - 0.98 0.48 0.78 0.31 0.21 0.91 0.21 0.1 0.51 0.23 0.14 
y - 0.18 0.23 0.19 0.2 0.26 0.2 0.23 0.26 0.28 0.32 0.48 

Pdiss ,nns x w 160 105 133 78 64 112 52 38 92 61 50 
y w 46 57 48 51 66 51 59 65 70 81 121 

Pdiss tot w 253 219 228 180 195 215 170 169 233 223 293 

Pamp,peak x w 1467 1263 1350 1160 1159 1256 1090 1101 1158 1071 1074 
y w 1265 1440 1287 1343 1572 1351 1470 1568 1637 1787 2318 

Table 6.2: Results for IC and IL X -drives 

As expected, and already could be seen in tigure 6.2, the lightest head can be constructed with 
an IL X-motor c~9 but the difference with the lightest IC head c~ is small (2%). However the 
use of this IL X-motor results in a 20% bigger moving mass in Y-direction compared with the 
lightest IC XY-drive c~. This mass increase results in a lower natura! frequency in X-direction 
(-27% ), which may result in an increased settling time for the X -drive. This high moving mass 
also results in a increased load on the Y-drive which results in a 50% higher power dissipation 
in both Y-motors. Nevertheless, the power dissipation in the X-drive is more than 40% lower 
than for the smallest IC-motor and so result in a, in total, 7% lower power dissipation than for 
the IC drive. lt should be mentioned that the smallest IC motor has a duty cycle of almost 1 
and the IL motor of merely 0.5 . 

So if the designer wants a light XY-drive with a low settling time in X-direction (s)he should 
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go for an IC X-motor at the costof a higher power dissipation (for the smallest IC motors) in 
the X-drive but with a lower power dissipation in both Y-motors. 

If however a higher settling time is allowed, a heavier but more expensive IC X-motor with 
a better efficiency (S or Km) could be used to obtain less dissipation and reduce the amplifier 
requirements. 

6.2.3 An IC or IL V-drive in combination with an IC X-drive 

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the main results for all motor combinations with as X-motor the 
reference IC motor, c~. Table 6.3 with all IC Y-motors and table 6.4 with all IL Y-motors. 
In table L.2 and L.3 in appendix L all results are given. Although we will only look at the 
combinations with the reference motor, the final results do also hold for combinations with an 
other IC X-motor. 

motor x - 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
y - 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 

mass head kg 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 
mass X-beam kg 25.9 27 25.8 28.3 30.3 25.6 29.4 33.7 
mass Y-slide kg 10.5 11.5 10.4 12.5 13.8 10.2 13.2 15.5 
mass move Y kg 75.1 78.1 74.8 81.4 86.1 74.2 84 92.9 
fe 1 x Hz 290 284 291 278 268 292 273 254 

DCtherrnal x - 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 
y - 0.49 0.27 0.4 0.19 0.13 0.46 0.13 0.07 

P diss,rrns x w 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 
y w 80 59 69 48 39 57 31 25 

P di ss tot X+y w 293 250 271 228 211 246 195 182 

Pamp,peak x w 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 
y w 1470 1337 1381 1287 1272 1277 1186 1236 

Table 6.3: Results for IC Y-drives in combination with an IC X-drive 

motor x - 6 6 6 6 6 6 
y - 14 16 17 19 20 21 

mass head kg 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 
mass X-beam kg 23.9 23.6 23.9 25.5 27 28.9 
mass Y-slide kg 8.4 7.9 8.4 10 11.5 12.9 
mass move Y kg 69 67.6 69 73.7 78.3 82.9 
fe, x Hz 302 304 302 293 284 275 

DCtherrnal x - 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 
y - 0.99 0.88 0.56 0.29 0.14 0.09 

P diss,rrns x w 133 133 133 133 133 133 
y w 177 146 100 52 37 30 

P di ss tot x+y w 487 426 333 237 207 194 

Pamp,peak x w 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 
y w 2163 1908 1559 1236 1167 1169 

Table 6.4: Results for IL Y-drives in combination with an IC X-drive 

First two general remarks. First, if the mass of the Y-slide(s) increases, caused by the use of a 
heavier Y-motor and guide, the X-beam stiffness should be increased, and so its mass will in
crease, to maintain the required dynamica} behaviour. This is caused by the (lirnited) stiffness 
of the leafsprings. So, the moving mass in Y-direction increases more than the extra mass of 
both Y-sledges. Secondly, motor combination cg is slightly better than the reference combi
nation. 1t has a slightly lower mass and a large, almost 20%, lower dissipation in Y-direction 
(for one Y-motor, so in total this results in a 10% lower power dissipation). This is aresult of 
a heavier stator with a lighter mover. 
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If we look at all combinations, we see that the lightest XY-drive, with an IC X-motor, can be 
constructed in combination with an IL Y-motor c~6 . The lightest IC-IC drive c~ is almost 10% 
heavier. This low mass for c~6 results in the highest first natural frequency in X-direction, and 
so inthebest settling time in X-direction. Also the IC-IL combinations c~4 and c~7 have a high 
first natural frequency. A disadvantage of these IC-IL combinations is that the power dissi
pation in Y-direction is 2 to 3 times as high (per motor!) compared with the IC-IC reference 
combination and IC-IC combination c~. This also results in higher amplifier requirements. 

When we campare the IC-IL combination c~9 , which bas the same dynamica! behaviour as the 
reference combination, with the reference combination, or even better with combination c~, 
we see that this combination basaalmost 10% lower dissipation (per Y-motor). The amplifier 
requirements are comparable. 

So, we can conclude that using two IL Y-motors will give an IC-IL XY-drive which can have a 
lower settling time in X-direction at the cast of a much higher power dissipation (for smallIL 
motors) or will give an IC-IL XY-drive which bas a camparabie settling time with the IC-IC 
drive but will have a slightly lower power dissipation for larger, and so more expensive, IL 
motors. 

6.2.4 An IC or IL in combination with an IL X-drive? 

In this section we willlook at the differences between an IC or IL Y-motor in combination 
with an IL X-motor. In table 6.5 the main results are shown for all combinations with IL X
motor 19. In table L.4 in appendix L all results are given. The final results do also hold for 
combinations with an other IL X-motor. As mentioned earlier: if the mass of the Y-slide(s) 
increases, the X-beam massalso increases. So the rnaving mass in Y-direction increases more 
than the extra mass of bath Y-sledges. 

motor x - 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
y - 4 7 8 10 11 19 20 21 

mass head kg 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 
mass X-beam kg 43.1 44.3 46.7 45.6 50.9 41.4 43.1 44.9 
mass Y-slide kg 11.6 12.5 13.8 13.2 15.5 10 11.5 12.9 
massmove Y kg 93.7 96.8 101.8 99.5 109.4 88.9 93.6 98.3 
fe1 x Hz 225 222 217 219 207 230 225 221 

DCthermal x - 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 
y - 0.41 0.28 0.18 0.18 0.09 0.45 0.21 0.12 

P diss,rms x w 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 
y w 90 70 56 45 35 82 54 43 

P di ss tot x+y w 273 233 204 182 161 256 201 179 

Pamp,peak x w 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 
y w 1760 1637 1581 1468 1499 1638 1477 1444 

Table 6.5: Results for IC and IL Y-drives in combination with an IL X-drive 

The lightest Y-slide, and therefor the lightest XY-drive with an IL X-motor, can be realized 
with an IL-motor c~§. Although the mass difference is approximately 5% this does nat lead to 
a great drop in the first frequency in X-direction (2% ). It does of course make a difference in 
the required Y-motor farces and so in the dissipation for bath Y-motors. Selecting a bigger IL 
Y-motor does lead to an decrease in power dissipation. 

The rest of the comparison depends heavily on selected motor size, no eye-catching differ-
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ences can be seen. So it will greatly depends on cost (motor, guide and amplifier) and other 
factors like cogging. 

6.2.5 Using IL or LiMMs V-motors in combination with a LiMMs X-drive? 

As mentioned earlier the LiMMs motor is a very well designed motor (efficiency, mass). Com
bined with the condusion insection 6.2.2, that for an light XY-stage an IC X-motor should 
be preferred above an IL X-motor, the use of the LiMMs motor for the X-drive may be a 
good choice. Table 6.6 lists the main results for all LiMMs-IL combination and the existing 
LiMMs-LiMMs combination. If we look at the combinations which can achieve the same set-

motor x - LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs 
y - 14 16 17 19 20 21 LiMMs 

mass head kg 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 
mass X-beam kg 21.3 21 21.3 22.6 24.3 26 22.6 
mass Y-slide kg 8.4 7.9 8.4 9.7 11.5 12.9 9.9 
mass move Y kg 65.9 64.6 65.9 69.7 75 79.5 70 
fe1 x Hz 320 322 320 311 300 289 311 

DCthermal x - 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 
y - 0.85 0.77 0.5 0.25 0.13 0.08 0.2 

Pdiss,rms x w 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 
y w 153 127 89 46 34 28 30 

Pdiss,tot x+y w 362 310 234 148 123 112 117 
Pamp,peak x w 1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 

y w 1940 1722 1436 1142 1106 1111 1024 

Table 6.6: Results for IL Y-drives in combination with a LiMMs X-drive 

tling times as the current LiMMs-LiMMs combination, we see that even the largest IL-motor, 
motor 19 the Anorad LECS4S, will have a higher power dissipation in Y-direction. So replac
ing the current LiMMs Y-motors with IL Y-motors, while maintaining the settling time equal 
or decreasing it, will increase the power dissipation and increasing the required amplifier size. 
Using largerIL Y-motors to reduce the power dissipation will increase the setding time. So 
replacing the LiMMs motors is not preferred consictering power dissipation, setding time and 
amplifier size. 
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6.3 Conclusion current ACM 

From the previous sections and chapter 5 we can draw several conclusions. 

The mass of the guide pads contributes for only a minor part to the total mass of the head. 
Therefore, replacing the pads for an IL X-motor does not decrease the mass of the head sig
nificantly. Secondly, the mass of the motor is only a small part of the mass of the head, so 
changing the motor from IC to IL does not decrease the mass of the head significantly. So, 
because there is no significant decreasein mass of the head for an IL X-drive the required 
motor forces are comparable with an IC X-drive. 

When replacing the IC motors with an IL motor the absence of the attraction force (and only a 
little bit through the lighter head) will allow for a smaller guidance for an IL drive. However, 
smaller guide rails for an IL X-drives will not result in lower total X-beam mass. This is due 
to the low stiffness contribution of the guide rails from the X-drive to the total stiffness of the 
X-beam. To compensate the stiffness loss when the guide rails are replaced with smaller ones, 
the mass increase of the bare X-beam is comparable with the decreased mass of the guide rails. 

The stiffness contribution of the stator from the X-drive to the total stiffness of the X-beam 
is low because its mass is located near the neutral axis of the beam. If we look at the gained 
stiffness to added mass ratio, the IL stator performs even worse than the IC stator. Also, the 
raised distributed load on the X-beam through the heavier IL stator requires additional X-beam 
stiffness. The mass of the X-beam will therefore increase for an IL X-drive. 

If the mass of the Y-sledges increases, the stiffness of the X -beam should be raised to rnaintaio 
the same first natural frequency in Y-direction. 

The feasible bandwidth in X-direction (and so the settling time) is mainly determined by the 
mass of the X-beam and the limited stiffness towards the fixed world of this machine part. 

Designinga new X-beam and head for an IL X-drive, with the stator mounted at the side of 
the X-beam, could reduce the weight increase in comparison with an IC X-drive. Thereby 
reducing the increase of the settling time. Integrating the motor stator could even save more 
weight. Because this also could be done for the IC X-beam it is expected that the mass of an 
IL X-beam will remaio heavier than for an IC X-beam. This could all be investigated. 

The ACM: Using IC or IL motors? 

Because no requirements were specified (with respect to maximal allowed power dissipation, 
required settling time and so on) no real discission could be made between the use of IL or 
IC motors. However the following can be said about IC or IL if we only consider the Anorad 
motors: 

Selecting an IL X-drive insteadof an IC X-drive will increase the settling time in X-direction. 
So using an IC X-drive is preferred when a low settling time is required. 

Furthermore, using an IC X-drive insteadof an IL X-drive comes at the costof a higher power 
dissipation in the X-drive, but with a lower power dissipation in both Y-motors. 

Finally, using two smallIL Y-motors in combination with an IC X-drive, will give an IC-IL 
XY-drive which can have a shorter settling time in X-direction at the costof a much higher 
power dissipation. On the other hand, for largerIL motors, it will result in an IC-IL XY
drive that has a settling time comparable to an IC-IC drive, but has a lower power dissipation 
compared to two IC Y-motors. 
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The rest of the comparison depends heavily on selected motor size. So it will greatly depend 
on cost (motor, guide and amplifier) and design factors not mentioned bere like for example 
cogging and maximal allowed power dissipation. 

However, if we also take the current LiMMs motor in account we can say that, because the 
LiMMs motor is a very well designed motor, replacing the LiMMs motors with IL-motors is 
not preferred with respect to power dissipation, settling time and amplifier size. 
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6.4 Discussion of results, light head 

With the made MATLAB model it is easy to perform a second simulation to see if the use of 
an IL X motor may be useful if the X-load is reduced. Only some input parameters should be 
changed. 

motor x - 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
y - 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

mass head kg 14,4 15,7 16,9 14 15,7 17,2 19,2 15,5 18 20,9 
mass X-beam kg 22,4 23,5 28,7 23,2 24,6 25,8 32,8 27,8 29,9 32,7 
mass Y-slide kg 11,9 11,9 11,9 11,9 11,9 11,9 12,5 11,9 11,9 12,5 
mass move Y kg 62,4 64,8 71,1 62,8 65,8 68,5 78,8 68,8 73,5 80,4 
fe1 x Hz 312 305 276 306 298 291 258 280 270 258 

DCthermal x - 0,55 0,25 0,16 0,95 0,21 0,11 0,08 0,24 0,08 0,04 
y - 0,11 0,11 0,14 0,11 0,12 0,13 0,18 0,13 0,15 0,18 

P diss,rms x w 60 42 34 80 37 27 25 29 18 16 
y w 27 29 35 27 30 33 44 33 38 46 

Pdiss,tot x+y w 114 100 105 135 97 92 114 95 94 109 

Pamp,peak x w 686 645 647 758 621 625 678 584 615 692 
y w 911 955 1076 918 975 1026 1232 1031 1123 1265 

Table 6.7: Results for an IC X-drive with a light head 

motor x - 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
y - 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

mass head kg 13,3 13,8 12,9 13,3 13,8 13,7 15,1 16,6 18 
massX-beam kg 27,1 37 27,8 29,7 40,3 37,5 41,7 46,2 60,3 
mass Y-slide kg 11,9 12,5 11,9 11,9 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 
mass move Y kg 65,9 77,5 66,3 68,6 80,9 78 83,5 89,6 105,1 
fe1 x Hz 284 243 280 271 233 241 229 218 191 

DCthermal x - 0,58 0,41 0,92 0,36 0,26 0,61 0,15 0,08 0,05 
y - 0,12 0,17 0,12 0,13 0,19 0,17 0,2 0,23 0,34 

Pdiss,rms x w 97 73 107 60 46 55 27 21 19 
y w 30 43 31 33 47 43 50 59 85 

Pctiss tot x+y w 157 159 168 126 140 142 128 139 188 

Pamp,peak x w 808 723 839 651 608 642 566 586 616 
y w 977 1206 983 1027 1276 1216 1333 1467 1846 

Table 6.8: Results for an IL X-drive with a light head 

Table 6.7list the results for the light head with an IC X-drive and table 6.8 for an IL X-drive, 
both with a "fixed" Y-motor. 

Because the mass of the head is still meanly determined by the mass of the load, the reduction 
caused by the use of a lighter IL motor coil will not result in a light X-beam. The mass of the 
stator of the IL motor is stilllarge and doesn't contribute much to the overall stiffness of the 
beam. 

The smallest possible IL X-motor is less efficient then the smallest IC X-motor and despite of 
the slightly lighter head it's power consumptions in X-direction is larger then for the IC-drive. 
In combination with a heavier X-beam the total power consumption for the IL-IC XY-drive is 
much larger then for the IC-IC drive. Using a largerIL motor, to reduce the power dissipation 
in the X-drive, will result in an increasing Y-load and thereby increasing the power dissipation 
in the Y-drive resulting in a stilllarger overall power dissipation then for the IC-IC drive. So 
also for the XY-drive with a lighter head the use of an IC X-motor is preferred if we look at 
power dissipation. 
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7. Conclusion and recommendations 

Many aspects play a role when choosing a motor, for example power dissipation, dynamic 
behavior and costs. In this report, some of these aspects have been investigated for the choice 
between an ironcore or ironless motor for a long stroke in a precision application, whereas the 
study was started with the expectation that the progress made in the performance and cost of 
ironless motors should enable new options/configurations. 

A model of an existing XY-drive was made to compare several combinations of motor types 
(ironcore and ironless) and sizes for it. A lot of assumptions were made in the model. Most of 
them were based on experiences of employees at Philips Applied technologies, Teenotion and 
Assembléon. 

No hard decision could be made between the u se of IL or IC motors for the selected application 
like the ACM. The main cause of this was because the cost estimation was left out of the model 
and not all requirements were specified. It was found out that it is difficult to make an good 
estimation of the initia! cost of a motor with matching amplifier, supply and guide. Without this 
cost aspect a good decision between an IC and IL motor and resulting motor size is impossible. 
Therefore, the used model could be made more useful to find the most suitable motor for an 
ACM-like machine by adding a cost estimation for all configurations. Also, the model can be 
made more accurate by adding aspects like cogging forces, friction and damping forces and a 
more accurate thermal motor/machine model. 

However based on the aspects which are investigated and with the assumptions made, we can 
conclude the following: 

Although it was expected that changing the X-motor from IC to IL would reduce the mass of 
the head, thereby reducing the required motor and guide size, which subsequently would lead 
toa lighter X-beam and lighter X-drive this is not the case. This is caused by the fact that the 
mass of the motor coils is small compared to the total mass of the head. Also, the mass of 
the bareX-beamis dominant for the mass of the X-drive and the stiffness contribution of the 
motor stator to the stiffness of the X-beam is smalland its mass contribution large. Using a IL 
X-motor insteadof an IC X-motor would therefore result in a heavier X-beam. 

A complete redesign of the X -beam ( with respect to shape, location stator and or material used) 
may possibly lead to a greater performance increase and to other conclusions with respect to 
the choice of the use of IC or IL motors in the X-drive. 

Using an IL Y-drive insteadof an IC Y-drive can decrease the power dissipation while main
taining the other Y-axis performances. But because the currently used IC LiMMs motor is a 
very well designed motor, replacing the LiMMs motors with IL-motors in the Y-drive is not 
preferred when consiclering power dissipation, settling time and amplifier size in the current 
ACM configuration. 

All in all, we found no convincing arguments to replace the existing IC-IC motor combination. 
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A. input parameters 

MATLAB notation value unit description 
inputpayload 12 or 6 kg mass of the payload (placement heads) 
inputstroke x 0.60 m stroke X-drive 
inputstroke y 1.140 m stroke Y-drive 
inputT _amb 20 oe ambient temperature 
inputmJeafsprings 1.8 kg mass of the two leafsprings 
inputm_slede_x_comp 10.6 or 6 kg mass ofthe componentsin the X-sledge (excl. placement heads) 
inputm_slede_ y _comp 6.6 kg mass of the components in the Y-sledge 
input.l 0.100 m location COG sledges 
inputf 0.150 m location COG sledges 
inputnpads 4 number of hearing pads 
inputne 4 number of Euler beam elements 
inputL..req 3.1e6 m required lifetime guides 
inputrho_beam 7800 kgjm3 density beam material 
inputE 2.1ell Pa Youngs modulus beam material 
inputrho_beamcomp (3+ 1.45+ 1 )/0.961 kg/m mass per meter of cable+sensor+trunk on X-beam 
inputB 0.200 m width X-beam 
inputH 0.058 m hight X-beam 
input.t1 0.002 m top wall thickness X-beam 
inputg 0.08 m distance guide rail to centre X-beam see fig 5.9 
input a 0.4 m width head (Y-direction) 
inputLhead 0.25 m length head (X-direction) 
inputk3 2.5e7 N/m stiffness guide 
inputfeLgoal 385 Hz required first natura! frequency in Y-direction 
inputalpha 0.004 K-1 resistance temperature constant 
inputkt -0.0013 K-1 force temperature constant 

Table A.l: input 
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B. The thermal motor resistances 

The thermal resistances 
Linear motor manufactures often only supply an overall thermal resistance from the coils to 
the ambient (by a specitied attached surface and a moderate speed). Consequently the temper
ature for the magnets durlog operation stays unknown and the drop of the motor force constant 
as a consequence of a temperature rlse of the magnets can't be taken into account. 

To do so, the heat resistance of the resistances as used in the model, shown in tigure B.l, 
will be basedon the estimated size of the surfaces at which the heat transfer takes place, see 
tigure B.2, and on data provided byEtel [Ete03]. 

A1 
Tcails=Tc T magnets =Tm 

p Rth2 

Figure B.l: Simplitied thermal motor model Figure B.2: Motor thermal surfaces 

So: 

• Rrhl depends on the surface area A 1 and the heat transfer coefficient Ut 

• Rrh2 depends on the surface area A2 and the heat transfer coefficient a2 

• Rrh3 depends on the surface area A3 and the heat transfer coefficient a3 
• Rrh4 depends on the surface area A4 and the heat transfer coefficient a4 

according to: 

1 
R=

a·A 
(B.l) 

The heat transfer coefticient a2 and a4 for free convection, durlog stationary heat transfer, on 
surfaces A2 and A4, lays between 5-15 W /(K · m2 ) [Tys93], depending on several conditions 
like orlentation and surrounding conditions. 

Por an IC and IL motor the magnet and coil temperatures and the temperatures at the mounting 
interfaces of the coilblocks are provided byEtel [Ete03]. Two operations points for an IC 
motor and one for an IL motor as listed in table B.l. 

The data holds for an IC motor used in an application (in) which: 

• the mover moves over a stroke which is twice its own lenght 

• the mover moves moves at a moderate speed 
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Tc Tm Tmf 
coils magnets moving frame 

IC 80 35 60 
130 50 100 

IL 130 75 90 

Table B.l: Motor temperatures at several operation points (only indicative) 

• the coil block is attached to a structure having a black dissipating surface for thermal 
heat exchange which is three times the surface of the coil block interface surface 

• the magnet plate is attached to a structure having a black dissipating surface for thermal 
heat exchange which is twice the surface the magnetic plate interface surface. 

• the ambient temperature is 20 oe 

From this and from the model assumptions made in section 5.3.1 the assumption is made that 
Rrh2 approximately equals Rrh4· Combined with the given temperatures (and Tamp=20 oeresp 
Tamp =25 oq this leads to: 

80 
Rrhl = 

30 
· RrhO Rrh2 = Rrh4 = RrhO and 

30 
Rrh3 = 

80 
· RrhO IC-motor (B.2) 

55 
Rrhl = 

50 
· RrhO Rrh2 = Rrh4 = Rrho and 

40 
Rrh3 = 

65 
· RrhO IL-motor (B.3) 

For verification the the heat transfer coefficients a.z and a.4 are calculated for some Etel motors 
after estimation of their surfaces. This resulted in a heat transfer coefficient between 13-16 
W/(K·m2

). 
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C. Bearing comparison 

The existing ACM is equipped with mechanica! hearings for the X and the Y-sledge. In this 
chapter the advantages and disadvantages of this type of hearing will be compared with the 
advantages and disadvantages of other hearing types. First an overview of possible hearing 
types is given after which the most suitable types will be investigated and compared to get an 
better insight in the choice of the designers of Assembleon. Another reason to look at this 
is the use of another type of linear motor (ironcore or ironless) might requirelbe better suited 
with another type of hearing. 

C.1 Bearing types 

Possible hearing types to use for the guidance of the X and Y sledges are listed in table C.l. A 
first estimation is made for the ability of the different hearing types to meet the main require
ments for the ACM, see also [ST03]. 

speed accuracy life cost 
mechanica! hearings ± + ± + 
Hydrodynamic hearings + ± + ± 
Hydrostatic hearings + ++ + -

Aerostatic hearings ++ ++ ++ ± 
Electromagnetic hearings + ++ + -

++ = very good, + = good, ± = moderate, - = poor, - = very poor 

Table C.l: Bearing performances 

Mechanica! bearings 

Mechanica! hearings (like hall and roller hearings) are the current hearings used in the ACM. 
However costs and design aspects may lead to an other choice. 

Aerostatic bearings 

Air hearings are expected to forma good alternative solution for use in the ACM. Building cost 
are comparable with roller hearings but operating cost might be higher, because an clean air 
supply system is needed at the customer production location. High accuracy and high speeds 
are easier to obtain than with roller hearings. 

Hydrodynamic and hydrastatic bearings 

• Oil supply system needed 
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• Oil recirculation system needed 

• Oil usage in the semiconductor industry is not desirabie 

• Supply to moving X-beam difficult, for Y-guidance easier 

• More expensive than roller and air hearings [SEV03] 

Electromagnetic bearings 

• Control system (sensor, amplifiers, multiple dof controller) needed so expected to be ex
pensive, although cost are reduced simultaneously because less high precision machine 
parts are required 

• Not yet common good so needs more investigation 

• Behavior in combination with magnetics of linear motor unknown 

Because one of the requirements is to keep it cheap, so using less parts and of the shelf com
ponents, electromagnetic hearings are not considered to be a good solution. Hydrastatic and 
hydrodynamic hearings are also not desirabie because of the use of oil. So only mechanica! 
and aerostatic hearings will be investigated further for use. 

C.2 Machanical or air bearings 

• Air hearings are excellent for high accuracy because of the absence of friction. The 
stiffness and the load capacity is relative low compared to roller hearings. 

• Air hearings have high fabrication requirements. The guide way should have a fiatness 
of maximal 10% of the thickness of the air gap (2 ,urn) over a length equal to the hearing 
length. The roughness should be less than 0.4 pm. Because the guide way should be 
clean it might not be magnetic to prevent attraction of metal dust parts. The conneetion 
of the hearing pads to the structure, and the stiffness of this, is important for a good air 
hearing. Mostly the assembly costs of air hearings are higher than that of roller hearings. 

• The combination of materials, of which the hearing pads and the guide way are made of, 
should be chosen so that the guide way should not be damaged during contact between 
the pads and guide way (which can for example occur when the supply pressure falls 
away). 

• The aerostatic hearings require a clean and dry air supply. Por an average hearing pad 
this cost around 200 euros a year (0.05 euro/m3). An advantage is that air is a clean 
lubricant and doesn't pollute the machine. A disadvantage is that the air should be lead 
towards the moving hearing pads by hoses and so increases the size of the cable slabs. 

• Air hearings require a pre tension to operate. This can be obtained through the mass of 
the load, the mechanica! design of the hearing but also by using magnetic forces. Using 
the attraction forces of ironcore motors is possible and applied by ASML but the fiuctu
ation of the attraction force ± 10% will infiuence the air gap and thus the stiffness of the 
hearing which might lead to unstable behaviour or even mechanica! contact, [Vre99]). 

• Because of the contact less operation there is no wear during normal operation and so 
this type of hearings bas a infinity lifetime. Supply components, like compressor and 
hoses, have a limited lifetime but are relative easy to replace. Only during emergencies 
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there can be contact, between pads and guide way, in which the pads or guide way might 
be damaged when no precaution have been taken. 

• Through the mechanica! contact mechanica! hearings need lubrication, have friction 
and a limited lifetime, and vibrations may occur Also more heat dissipation through the 
mechanica! contact. 

• The cost of air hearings are comparable with roller hearings for high speed and high 
accuracy systems 

• Air hearing are producing a low (constant) noise. 

Bearings in combination with ironcore motors 

Mechanica! hearings have proofed to be usabie in combination with ironcore motors in the 
ACM. Reasons to change to air hearings in combination with ironcore motors are: 

• absent of friction forces 

• no lubrication needed 

• longer lifetime 

Reasons not to change to air hearings in combination with ironcore motors are: 

• ftuctuation of the attraction force leads to a changing airgap 

• higher demands on X-beam ifused as guide way (surface conditions) 

• bigger cableslab (air supply) 

The cost and moving mass are expected to be equal to mechanica! hearings. The static mass 
(important for the X-beam) may be a little bit lower for air hearings but not much because 
of the required stiffness of the guideways and the lose of the added stiffness from the roller 
guides so the X-beam may need some stiffening. 
Despite all the advantages, the disadvantage of the ftuctuation of the attraction force, which 
will inftuence the air gap and thus the stiffness of the air hearing (leading to a potentially un
stable behaviour or even mechanica! contact) makes that the use of air hearings in combination 
with ironcore motors more difficult than in combination with an IL motor. 

Bearings in combination with ironless motors 

Because ironless motors have no ( or much lower) attraction forces the disadvantage of the ftuc
tuation of the airgap in air hearings doesn't comply for ironless motor. Also the ( driving)force 
ftuctuation of an ironless motor by the ftuctuation of the airgap is much lower. The pre-tension 
can be achieved by an adequate construction of the air hearings. So air hearings may be useful 
in combination with an ironless motor. 

Conclusion for bearing type selection tor the ACM 

The use of air hearings in combination with ironcore motors is possible but not the easiest 
option. Por air hearings in combination with an ironless motor no mass or cost reduction 
is expected but the other advantages of air hearings may be a reason to use them instead of 
mechanica! hearings in combination with ironless motors. 
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D. Bearing calculations 

0.1 Machanical besring selection 

The size of the mechanica! hearings will be selected only on required lifetime. The lifetime 
L, (in meters, m) for one hearing pad can be calculated with equation D.3 in which Cis de 
dynamic load rating, P the equivalent load and p the lifetime exponent which is 3 for ball 
hearings [INA98]. 

(D.l) 

The lifetime fora slide with n hearingpadscan be calculated with (according to [Hor04]): 

L=a·L (D.2) 

in which: 

10 Iog0.9~ 
a= 0.209· 2 

10Iog0.9J 
(D.3) 

For the ACM the required lifetimes for the slides are: 

• X-direction: L=3.le7 m (machine lifetime 5 years, [Ott04]) 

• Y-direction: L=4.5e7 m (machine lifetime 5 years, [Ott04]) 

Equivalent load 

Calculating of the equivalent hearing load Pis performed as described in [Ott04]and [Hor04], 
which means: 

• only forces in X, Y and Z-direction are considered (acceleration, gravitational and at-
traction forces) 

• three hearing pads per slide 

• the mass of the slide is equally shared by all the hearing pads in a slide 

• two hearingpadsin each Y-slide are carrying the mass of half the X-beam and the full 
mass of the head (head at side of beam) 

• only the worst case for acceleration forcesis considered (max acceleration force) 

• the lifetime is only calculated for the hearing pad with the highest load 
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X-slide 

1 l 
Px = -;;_Fz+ J ·Face (D.4) 

with: 

• P equivalent hearing laad 

• n number of hearing pads in a slide 

• Fz = E'zxslide + Fattrack with Fattrack the attraction force between motor parts for IC motors 

• Face = Fmax,x the max acceleration farces on the pads 

• l the distance cog and motor force in (z-direction)(lOO mm) 

• f the Y distance between hearing pads (150 mm) 

Y-slide 

(D.5) 

with: 

• F'zh = ! F'zbeam + Fzhead with E'z the mass force 

• E'z = F'zyslide + Fattrack with Fattrack the attraction force between motor parts 

• Face = Fmax,y the max acceleration farces on the pads 

• Fx = Fmaxxmotor 

In table D.l the results are shown for the current ACM. 

hearing c p L Lrequired saftey factor 
N N m m 

x Kuse20HL 28e3 1018 21.8e7 3.1e7 7.0 
y Kuse20HL 28e3 1437 7.7e7 4.5e7 1.7 

Table D.l: Stiffness X-beam 

The calculated safety factor for the slide in X-direction looks high. This may be caused by the 
(quick and dirty) calculating metbod for the equivalent laad. The unequalload on the hearing 
pads by a possible asymmetrie mass distribution in the head isn't taken into account. To be 
able toperfarm a fair comparison in the next chapter the bearingpads in the X-guide are re
placed with bearingpads which have a slightly lower dynamic laad rating (Kuse20H instead of 
Kuse20HL). The safety factor becomes then 3.4. 

0.2 Possible bearings 

Selecting of a linear hearing is limited to products out of the standard INA product range and 
to products which are (as much as possible) camparabie with the current hearings (of course 
except for dynamic laad ratings). In the next section some possible hearings are listed. 
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name type width track mass track mass pad c 
N N kg/m kg -

6 KUSE 6 row ball 20 2.3 0.44 28000 
4 KUVE 4 row ball 15 1.5 0.20 7200 
5 KUVE 4 row ball 20 2.3 0.33 13100 
3 KUE 2 row ball 15 1.5 0.17 6500 
2 KUME 4row 15 1.1 0.13 4800 
1 KUME 4row 12 0.56 0.056 2210 

Table D.2: Guidance specifications 
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E. Euler beam elements for X-beam 

The X-beam is modeled with n Euler beam elements [Rao05]. With this beam model it is 
possible to conneet the X-sledge to the X-beam on every point along the beam, by changing 
the length and the number of beam elements. 

Figure E.l: Euler beam element 

We can construct the mass and stiffness matrix for the hole beam out of the euler beam element 
matrix es: 

[ 

12 61 -12 61 l 
EI 61 412 -61 212 

Ke = [3 -12 -61 12 -61 

61 212 -61 412 

[ 

156 

M =pAl 221 
e 420 54 

-131 

With for every element: 

[ 

Yi l 
Q, = i~ 

221 
412 

131 
-3[2 

54 
131 
156 

-221 

-131 l -3[2 

-221 
412 

(E.1) 

(E.2) 

(E.3) 

So for an X-beam with n elements we obtain a mass and stiffness matrix of size 2n + 2. Con
necting this beam with the other components, like springs and masses, and adding the right 
boundary conditions gives the total differential equation which can be solved to determine the 
system eigenvalues. This is done in the MATLAB m-file dynamica.m. 
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F. Moment of inertia for built-up 
beams 

To obtain the moment of inertia fora built-upor composite beam three steps should be taken: 

1. locating of the neutral axis 

2. calculating the moments of inertia for every beam part around the neutral axis 

3. summation of individual moments of inertia to obtain total moment of inertia 

Locating of the neutral axis can be done with: 

(F.l) 

The integrals in the equation represent the first moments of the parts of the cross sectional area 
with respect to the neutral axis. 

Calculating the moments of inertia of each beam part about the neutral axis In can be done 
by using the parallel-axis theorem: 

(F.2) 

in which I is the the moment of inertia of the beam part around its own neutral axis, A its cross 
section area and r the distance between both neutral axes. 
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G. Third order motion profile 

When selectinga motion profile one has to consider the influence on [Com03]: 

• the dissipation in the motor 

• the jerk 

• the requirements for the amplifier (peak current, voltage and power) 

In this section the influence of the shape of the third order motion profile on the items men
tioned above is discussed. 

G.1 The third order motion profile 

For the third order motion profile shown in tigure G.1 the following equations for step time ts 
and step size S hold: 

ts = 4tr + 2te + td (G.1) 

(G.2) 

with t, the rise and decent time of the acceleration, te the continuons acceleration time, td the 
dwell time between acceleration and deceleration and amax the maximal acceleration during 
the motion profile. 

af 
OSI.S'!.I, and 1~0 il IC = 0 

Figure G.l: Acceleration duringa third order motion profile 

By changing the values of t, and te we can influence the power dissipation in the motor (thus the 
power losses and thereby the heating of the motor), the maximal required mechanica} power 
( determines partly the size of the required amplifier), the reached jerk Gerk will energizes the 
mechanica} resonances in a motion system) and the value of the maximal acceleration (which 
is linear with the maximal required current) during a step with size Sin ts seconds. 

Acceleration, jerk, power dissipation and mechanica! power 

Substitution of S = 1 and ts = 1 into equation G.2 and rearranging gives the maximal acceler
ation: 
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1 

The maximal jerk can be calculated with: 

. Gmax 
Gmax = -

tr 

Third order motion profile 

(G.3) 

(G.4) 

Using the simplified voltage equation G.5 and knowing that i(t) .-...- a(t) gives the motor dis
sipation Pdiss and the required mechanical power Pm (under the assumption that Rand K are 
independent of the temperature!): 

U(t) = i(t) · R + K · v(t) =} P(t) = U(t ) · i(t) = i(t) 2 
· R + K · i(t) · v(t) 

and Pm .-...- a(t) · v(t) 

For the motion profile shown holcts for Pdiss over the total step time ts: 

G.2 Results 

(G.5) 

(G.6) 

(G.7) 

(G.8) 

In tigure G.2 up to G.5 the inftuence of changing tr and te on Pdiss• Pm,max. amax and the jerk 
are graphical shown (with S = 1 and ts = 1). 

Power dissipstion 

From tigure G.2 the following can be concluded: 

• The power dissipation in the motor is minimal when the dweil time td is one third of 
the stroke time ts and then te is as large as possible (td = l and te = l. asecondorder 
trapezium motion profile see point 1 in tigure G.6). By choosing a operation point on 
the line for which td is one third, tr and te can be changed with the smallest change in 
the power dissipation. 

Acceleration 

From tigure G.3 the following can be concluded: 

• The acceleration amax is minimal when the continuous acceleration time te is as large as 
possible (te = !. a secondorder triangular motion profile see point 2 in tigure G.6). 
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Figure G.2: Power dissipation for each motion profile. Pdiss is scaled so that Pdiss = 1 for the 

motion profile with the lowest Pdiss • in this case the motion profile with tr = 0 and te= t. 
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Figure G.3: Maximal acceleration for each motion profile. amax is scaled so that a max = 1 for 

the motion profile with the lowest a max. in this case the motion profile with tr = 0 and te = ! . 

Jerk 

From tigure G.4 the following can be concluded: 

• The jerk is minimal when the acceleration rise time tr is as large as possible (tr = ~ , a 
third order motion profile see point 3 in tigure G.6). 
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Figure G.4: Maximal jerk for each motion profile. ämax is scaled so that ämax = 1 for the 

motion profile with the lowest ämax. in this case the motion profile with tr = ! and te = 0. 
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Figure G.S: Maximal required mechanica! power for each motion profile. Pm,max is scaled so 
that Pm,max = 1 for the motion profile with the lowest Pm,max, in this case the motion profile 
with tr = 0 and te = 1· 

Mechanica! power 

From tigure G.5 the following can be concluded: 

• The required maximal mechanica! power is minimal for the same motion profile as the 
profile required for the minimal power dissipation (td = 1 and te = 1, a second order 
trapezium motion profile see point 1 in tigure G.6). 
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Figure G.6: Motion profiles with respectively lowest Pdiss and Pm,maxO ), lowest amax (2) and 
lowest jerk (3) 

G.3 Conclusion 

Overall it can be concluded that there is no optima} combination of tr, te and td, for which the 
third order motion profile has the lowest power dissipation as well as the lowest acceleration 
(linear with required current), the lowest jerk and the lowest maximal required mechanica} 
power. The design teams from the different disciplines will have to use a motion profile for 
there application which is a campromise between those factors. 
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H. Filling a SOIC16 board 

To simplify the total motion profile used to fill one standard SOIC16 board (figure 5.13), it is 
assumed that filling a board is comparable to filling the board by placing 20 times (20 cycles) 
four SOIC-16 components on the board at the positions showed in tigure H.l. 

The SOIC16 board (measuring 200*200 mm) is placed as close as possible towards the front 
side (side with the three feeder trolleys) of the machine and centered in X-direction. As an 
average feeding position for the placement heads the components are placed in the tape feeders 
at position 12 to 14 from the first feeder trolley which is at a quarter of the total X-width of 
the machine, see tigure H.l. This is based on the assumption that all feeder positions at one 
machine side are equally used (which is not the ideal situation). 

place positions 
, . . . . .. , SOIC-16 

..... 7~ · ~ .. ::: ~ 
board .. - ..... 

piek positions • • feeder 12-14 

' : i r-
: 

I 
I :! 

Feeder Feeder 
Trolley Trolley 

Figure H.l: Filling a SOIC-16 board 

In table H.1 the position and the displacement of the head (containing the four placement 
heads) in X and Y directions is listed. The time per step is calculated with equation H.1 
but when the stroke is so long (longer then Smax) that the maximal velocity is exceeded the 
stationary motion interval of the third order profile is extended. 

(H.1) 

During one cycle 4 components have to be picked and placed adding 2*4*60 ms to the cycle 
time. Two times per cycle the components (in pairs) have to be aligned adding 2*10 ms. Be
tween filling two boards the new board needs to be aligned which takes about 2 seconds. 

Table H.2 shows tree different sets of the parameters Vmax and amax used to calculate the listed 
process parameters like: 

• the maximal step size Smax without extending the stationary motion interval 

• the time tmove,board the motor moves during filling of a complete SOIC16 board 
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position m position head m stepm 
x y x y dx dy 

piek 1 -0.368 0 -0.2525 0 
piek 2 -0.352 0 -31.35 0 0.061 0 
piek 3 -0.336 0 -0.3745 0 0.061 0 
pick4 -0.320 0 -0.4355 0 0.061 0 
ca 1 0 0.12 0 0.12 0.4355 0.12 
ca2 0.077 0.12 0.077 0.12 0.077 0 
place 1 -0.080 0.33 0.0355 0.33 0.0415 0.21 
place 2 -0.064 0.33 -0.0255 0.33 0.061 0 
place 3 -0.046 0.33 -0.0845 0.33 0.059 0 
place 4 -0.025 0.33 -0.1405 0.33 0.056 0 
home -0.2525 0 0.112 0.3300 

Table H.l: Movementand cycle time during one cycle 

• the time fboard to fill a complete SOIC16 board 

• the machine output in components per hour 

• the duty cycle of the motor during a complete board 

• the rms acceleration arms,board over the total time to fill a board 

• the ratio between the max and rms acceleration amax/arrns 

profile 220215 220220 240240 
x y x y x y 

Vmax m/s 2 2 2 2 2 2 
amax m/s2 20 15 20 20 40 40 

Smax m 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.80 0.30 0.30 

fmove,board s 34.2 16 34.2 18.6 26.2 13 
fboard s 51.95 53.8 40.8 
duty cycle 0.66 0.31 0.64 0.35 0.64 0.32 
output c/h 5543 5352 7058 

arms,board mjs2 9.88 6.76 9.71 5.35 18.41 12.72 
amax/ arms,board 2.02 2.96 2.06 2.80 2.17 3.14 

Table H.2: Profile and proces parameters 
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I. ANSYS input file 

/PREP7 
! create beam 
ET, 1, BEAM3 
AREA~O. 2•0. 058- (0. 2-0. 006) * (0. 058-0. 006) 
IZZ~1.1E-5 

HH~0.060 

ADDMAS~4+4+3 

R, !,AREA, IZZ,HH,, ,ADDMAS 
MP,EX,1,2.1Ell 
MP,NUxy, 1, 0.333 
MP,DENS,1,7800 
TYPE,! 
MAT, 1 REAL, 1 
K,1,-0.96/2 
K,2,-0.125 
K,3,0.125 
K,4,0.96/2 
L, 1, 2 
L,2,3 
L,3,4 
ESIZE,0.05 
LMESH,ALL 
! create guidespring 
K,5,-0.125,0.05 
K,6, 0.125,0.05 
L,2,5 
L, 3, 6 
ET,2,LINK1 
AREA~1 

R,2,AREA 
CGUIDE~3. 3E8 
MP,EX,2,CGUIDE•0.05/1 
ESIZE,l 
TYPE, 2 
REAL, 2 
MAT, 2 
LMESH, 4 
LMESH, 5 
! create head 
ET, 3,MASS21, 0, 0, 3 
R,3,26,0.48 
N,100,0,0.05 
TYPE, 3 
REAL,3 
E,100 
! join head to guidesprings 
CERIG,100,23 
CERIG,100,24 
! create leafsprings 
K, 7, -0.96/2,-0.05 
K,8, 0.96/2,-0.05 
L,1,7 
L, 4, 8 
AREA~1 

R,4,AREA 
CGUIDE~1E8 

MP I EX, 4, CGUIDE*Û. 05/1 
TYPE, 2 
REAL, 4 
MAT, 4 
ES I ZE, 1 
LMESH,6 
LMESH,7 
! create Yslides 
ET, 5,MASS21, 0, 0, 2 
R,5,10.5 
TYPE, 5 
REAL, 5 
E,101 
E,102 
!NSEL, S, LOC, X, -0.96/2 
!NSEL,A,LOC,X,0.96/2 
!D,ALL,ALL,O,O 
ALLSEL,ALL 
D,ALL, UX, 0 
/EOF 
/SOL 
! * 
ANTYPE,2 
MSAVE, 0 

! * 
MODOPT, LANB, 10 
EQSLV, SPAR 
MXPAND,10, , ,0 
LUMPM, 0 
PSTRES,O 

MODOPT,LANB,10,10,5000, ,OFF 

ANSYS input file 
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J. MATLAB scripts 

In figure 5.1 an overview of the MATLAB model is shown which refers to the written MAT
LAB m-files. Here a short description ofthe functions ofthose m-files is given. For all written 
Matlab functions the required inputs and the generated outputs are listed. The complete m-files 
can be found on the CD. 

main.m 

% This is the main file. It generates all possible motor combinations for the ACM H-drive depending on the input parameters. 
%At the end it stores the structures "results", "input", "motorspecn and "profile" in the file "result.mat 11 

motorspecs.m 

% m-file to create and set values of the structure "motorspec". 
% Structure "motorspec'' contains all IC and IL linear motor characteristics for the motors evaluated in the simulation. 

guidespecs.m 

% m-file to create and set values of the structure ''guidespec". 
% Structure "guidespec" contains all Specificatiens for several mechanica! rollerbearings. 

inputs.m 
% m-file to create and set values of the structure "input''. 
% Structure "input" contains all simulation input parameters. 

outputs.m 
% m-file to create and set start values of the structure 11 output''. 
% Structure "output" is used to store intermediate and final results for every motor cornbination. 

calcmovemass.m 

tunetion [output]=calcmovernass(xy,input,output) 

Function used to calculate rnaving mass in X and/or Y direction 

Inputs 
for X: 

output.rnotornumber_x 
output. guidenumber_x 
input .rn_slede_x_comp 
input .payload 
input.npads 

for Y: 
output.rnotornurnber_y 
output.guidenurnber_y 
input.npads 
input.m_slede_y_comp 
input.m_leafsprings 

motor number for X-direction 
guide number for X-direction 
basic mass head 
mass payload 
nurnber of hearing pads in guide 

motor number for Y-direction 
guide number for Y-direction 
number of hearing pads in guide 
basic mass Y-slides 
mass leafsprings 
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output.m_beam_tot % total mass X-bearn 

Outputs 
for X: 

output.m_slede_x_motor 
output.m_slede_x_guide 
output .rn_slede_x 

rnaving mass motor X 
mass rnaving part guide X 
total mass head 

for Y: 
output.m_slede_y_motor 
output.m_slede_y_guide 
output.m_slede_y 
output.m_xdrive 
output.m_move_y 

mass rnaving motor Y 
mass rnaving part guide Y 
total mass Y-sledges 
total mass X-drive (excl. leafsprings) 
total rnaving mass in Y-direction 

calcmotorforce.m 

tunetion [output]=calcmotorforce(xy,output) 

Function used to calculate the required motorforce in X and/or Y direction 

Inputs 
for X: 

output .m_slede_x 
for Y: 

output .m_move_y 

Outputs 
for X: 

output .F_x_v 
output.F_rms_x 
output.F_peak_x 

for Y: 
output.F_y_v 
output.F_rrns_y 
output.F_peak_y 

calcguidlife.m 

total rnass head 

total rnaving mass in Y~ctirection 

required x~rnotor force (vector) 
rrns force X-motor 
peak force X-motor 

required Y-motor force (vector) 
rms force Y-rnotor 
peak force Y-motor 

function [L]=calcguidelife(xy,input,output) 

Function used to calculate lifetime of the rnechanical roller bearings 

Inputs 
input.l 
input.f 
input.npads 
output.motornumber_x 
output.rnotornumber_y 
output. m_slede_x 
output.F_peak_x 
output. guidenurnber_x 
output. m_move_y 
output. F _peak_y 
output.guidenumber_y 

Outputs 
L 

calcgeo.m 

horizontal distance COG to guide pads 
vertical distance COG to guide pads 
number of bearing pads in a sledge 
motor number for X-direction 
motor number for Y-direction 
total mass head 
peak force X-motor 
guide number for X-direction 
total rnaving mass in Y-direction 
peak force Y-motor 
guide number for Y-direction 

% lifetime in meters for X or Y-guide 

tunetion [output] =calcgeo (xy, input, output) 

Function used to calculate several H-drive dimensions 

Inputs 
input.l_head 
input.a 
input.stroke_x 
output.motornumber_x 
output.motornumber_y 
input.stroke_y 

Outputs 
output.statorlength_x 
output. guidelength_x 
output. beamlength_x 
output.statorlength_y 
output .length_x 

length of head 
width of sledges 
required stroke head in X-direction 
motor number for X-direction 
motor number for Y-direction 
required stroke head in Y-direction 

length of motor stator 
length of guide rail 
length of X-beam 
length of motor stator 
overall length in x~ctirection 
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calcbeami.m 

funct ion [output] =calcbeami (input, output) 

Function used to calculate the Secend Moment of Area of the composed X-beam 

Inputs 
output.motornumber_x 
output. guidenumber_x 
input.rho_bearn 
input.rho_beamcomp 
input.B 
input.H 
input.tl 
input.g 
output. t2 

Outputs 
output.Iz_beam 
output.Iz_guide 
output.Iz_beam_tot 

motor nurnber for X-direction 
motor number for Y-direction 
density X-beam material 
rnass/meter of added components X-beam 
width X-beam cross sectien 
hight X-beam cross sectien 
upper and lower wal! thickness X-beam 
Y-distance center off X-beam to X-guide rails 
left and right wal! thickness X-bearn 

Secend Moment of Area of the bare X-beam 
Secend Moment of Area of the X-guide 
total Second Moment of Area of the composed X-beam 

calcbeammass.m 

function [output]=calcbeammass(input, output) 

Function used to calculate the mass of the X-drive components and the total X-beam mass 

Inputs 
output.motornumber_x 
output.guidenumber_x 
input.rho_beam 
input.rho_beamcomp 
input.B 
input.H 
input. tl 
output.beamlength_x 
output.t2 
output.statorlength_x 
output.guidelength_x 

Outputs 
output. m_beam 
output .m_beam_tot 
output .m_beam_comp 
output.m_guide_static_x 
output.m_motor_static_x 

dynamicax.m 

X-motor number 
X-guide number 
density X-beam material 
rnass/meter of added components X-beam 
width X-beam cross sectien 
hight X-beam cross sectien 
upper and lower wall thickness X-beam 
X-beam length 
left and right wall thickness X-beam 
length of X-motor stator 
length of X-guide 

mass bare X-beam 
total mass X-beam 
mass added X-beam components 
mass bath X-guide rails 
mass stator X-motor 

function [output]=dynamicax (input, output) 

Function used to calculate first mechanica! eigenfrequency in X-direction 

Inputs 
output .m_beam_tot 
output.m_slede_y 
output. cl 
output.cy 

Outputs 
output.fe_x 

dynamicay.m 

total mass X-beam 
mass Y-sledge 
stiffness leafspring 
stiffness y guide 

% lewest eigenfrequency 

tunetion [fe_y]=dynamica(input, output) 

Function used to calculate first mechanica! eigenfrequency in Y-direction 

Inputs 
output.beamlength_x 
output .m_beam_tot 
output .m_slede_x 
output .m_slede_y 
output.c_guide 
output.Iz_beam_tot 
input.E 
input .ne 
input.l_head 

length X-beam 
total mass X-beam 
mass head 
mass Y-sledge 
stiffness X-guide 
secend moment of area X-beam 
Youngs modulus X-beam 
number of Euler beam elements X-beam 
length head 
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input.c_leaf 
input.a 

Outputs 
fe_y 

stiffness leafsprings 
width head 

% lewest eigenfrequency 

motorrx.m I motorry.m 

tunetion [output]= motorrx(input, output) 

Function used to calculate motor characteristics in motor eperation point 

Inputs 
profile220215 
motorspees 

input.alpha 
input .kt 
input.T_arnb 
output. F _rms_x 
output.F_peak_x 
output. F _x_v 
output.motornumber_x 

Outputs 
output.P_diss_rms_x 
output.P_diss_x_v 
output .P _amp_x_v 
output. u_amp_x_v 
output. P _amp_peak_x 
output. u_amp_peak_x 
output. I_ph_peak_x_v 
output. I_ph_peak_rms_x 
output.I_ph_cont_rrns_x 
output. P_mech_x_v 
output .R_x 
output.K_x 
output.S_x 
output.Tc_x 
output.Tll\._x 
output.TDC_x 

eval ... 

used motion profile 
linear motor characteristics 

temperature coefficient resistance 
temperature motor force constant coefficient 
ambient temperature 
required rms force in X-direction 
required peak force in X-direction 
required force in X-direction (vector) 
used X-motor 

rms motor power dissipations over profile 
motor power dissipations (vector) 
required amplifier power in X-direction (vector) 
required motor voltage in X-direction (vector) 
maximal required amplifier power in X-direction 
maximal required motor voltage in X-direction 
motor peak current (vector) (A_peak) 
peak rms motor current (A_rms) over cycle 
continuous rms motor current (A_rms) over cycle 
delivered mechanica! power motor (vector) 
motor coil resistance in OP 
motor force constant in OP 
motor steepness in OP 
temperature motor coils in OP 
temperature motor magnets in OP 
thermal duty cycle motor in OP 

Several m-files used to generate tables and graphics from the data 
file "result .mat n 
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K. Linear motor characteristics 

All motor characteristics for the motor used in this project can be found in the tab1e on the 
next page. 

Notes: 
*1: coils at Tmax (LiMMs coils at 25 °C) 
*2: for max 1 s 
*3: at 25 oe for IL, at 20 oe for IC and at 25 oe for LiMMs 
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Table K.l: Motor characteristics 

# Name Fcont *1 F *2 peak Fatt Km* 1 
Tmax Rth p 'te Kf*l R *3 ph ph Lphph mass length mass lz 
coils N-N rnaver rnaver stator stator 

N N N N/vW c c;w mm ms N/Arms n mH kg m kg/m m4 

1 LC30100D IC 86 198 393 11.7 130 2.02 50 10 25.7 2.256 21.6 1.25 0.134 4.712 1.44e-7 
2 LC30200D IC 172 395 786 16.5 130 1.01 50 10 25.7 1.128 10.8 2.22 0.234 4.712 1.44e-7 
3 LC30300D IC 259 593 1179 20.3 130 0.67 50 10 25.7 0.75 7.2 3.2 0.334 4.712 1.44e-7 
4 LC30400D IC 345 790 1572 23.4 130 0.51 50 10 25.7 0.56 5 4.17 0.434 4.712 1.44e-7 
5 LC50100D IC 139 318 690 15.1 130 1.3 50 10 42.9 3.76 36 1.79 0.134 6.62 3,41e-4 
6 LC50200D IC 279 632 1379 21.3 130 0.64 50 10 42.9 1.88 18 3.13 0.234 6.62 3,41e-4 
7 LC50300D IC 422 990 2069 26.5 130 0.43 50 10 43.6 1.25 12 4.47 0.334 6.62 3,41e-4 
8 LC50400D IC 536 1270 2758 30.7 130 0.36 50 10 43.6 0.94 9 5.8 0.434 6.62 1,46e-3 
9 LC100100D IC 262 622 1310 23.7 130 0.89 50 10 85.8 6.12 61 2.93 0.134 11.39 1,46e-3 

10 LC100200D IC 523 1240 2620 33.5 130 0.45 50 10 85.8 3.06 31 5.22 0.234 11.39 1,46e-3 
11 LC100300D IC 758 1860 3930 41.1 130 0.3 50 10 85.8 2.04 20 7.51 0.334 11.39 1,46e-3 

12 LEAS4S IL 107 338 0 9.8 125 0.85 30 0.5 45.7 10.4 5.6 0.7 0.244 8.8 5.66e-7 
13 LEAS6S IL 156 489 0 12.1 125 0.6 30 0.5 68.9 15.6 8.4 1.1 0.364 8.8 5.66e-7 
14 LEAS8S IL 186 589 0 13.9 125 0.56 30 0.5 45.7 5.2 2.8 1.6 0.484 8.8 5.66e-7 
15 LEBS4S IL 130 410 0 12 125 0.85 30 0.5 55.6 10.4 5.6 0.7 0.244 11.4 6.6e-7 
16 LEBS6S IL 189 596 0 14.7 125 0.6 30 0.5 83.4 15.6 8.4 1.1 0.364 11.4 6.6e-7 
17 LEBS8S IL 226 716 0 16.9 125 0.56 30 0.5 55.6 5.2 2.8 1.6 0.484 11.4 6.6e-7 
18 LECS2S IL 158 498 0 16.7 125 1.11 60 2.3 99 17 39 1.5 0.127 29.2 5,0e-6 
19 LECS4S IL 317 1001 0 23.6 125 0.55 60 2.3 99 8.5 19.5 2.9 0.247 29.2 5,0e-6 
20 LECS6S IL 465 1490 0 28.8 125 0.38 60 2.3 99 5.7 13 4.4 0.366 29.2 5,0e-6 
21 LECS8S IL 624 1979 0 33.1 125 0.28 60 2.3 99 4.3 9.8 5.8 0.487 29.2 5,0e-6 

LiMMs 12C 1.1 T IC 391 800 1600 34.1 65 0.26 24 7.5 112 7.2 54 2.6 0.22 3.8 3,4e-4 
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L. Results 

L.1 All results for current ACM 

Below are the tab les, with the results for the current ACM, from section 6.2 repeated including 
all results. 

motor x - 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 19 20 
y - 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

mass head kg 26.5 27.5 26.4 27.9 29.8 26.2 29.2 31.5 25.7 27.2 
mass X-beam kg 27.1 34.2 28.3 29.4 37.5 31.4 33.7 35.7 44.3 48.9 
mass Y-slide kg 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 
mass move Y kg 80.4 88.4 81.4 84 94.1 84.4 89.7 93.9 96.8 102.8 

fe1 x Hz 283 253 278 273 241 264 254 248 222 212 
y Hz 385 385 386 386 385 385 385 385 386 385 

Fpeak x N 529 548 527 556 595 523 583 629 513 543 
y N 602 662 610 629 705 632 672 704 725 770 

Frms x N 257 267 256 271 289 255 284 306 250 264 
y N 215 236 218 225 252 226 240 251 259 275 

DCrorce x - 0.99 0.77 0.92 0.64 0.54 0.97 0.54 0.4 0.79 0.57 
y - 0.51 0.56 0.52 0.53 0.6 0.53 0.57 0.59 0.61 0.65 

DCthermal x - 0.98 0.48 0.78 0.31 0.21 0.91 0.21 0.1 0.51 0.23 
y - 0.18 0.23 0.19 0.2 0.26 0.2 0.23 0.26 0.28 0.32 

Tcoils x c 127 74 105 53 43 120 43 31 75 48 
y c 40 45 40 42 48 42 45 48 50 55 

Tmagnets x c 49 35 43 29 26 47 26 23 48 35 
y c 25 27 26 26 28 26 27 28 28 29 

Km in OP x Nj..;'W 20.3 26 22.2 30.7 36.2 24 39.5 49.7 26 33.8 
y NjJW 31.6 31.3 31.6 31.5 31 31.4 31.2 31 30.9 30.6 

Pdiss,rms x w 160 105 133 78 64 112 52 38 92 61 
y w 46 57 48 51 66 51 59 65 70 81 

Pdiss tot w 253 219 228 180 195 215 170 169 233 223 

Pamp,peak x w 1467 1263 1350 1160 1159 1256 1090 1101 1158 1071 
y w 1265 1440 1287 1343 1572 1351 1470 1568 1637 1787 

Uamp,peak x V 68 55 104 84 77 189 147 145 190 178 
y V 86 90 86 87 92 88 90 92 94 97 

lph,peak,rms x Arms 20.5 20.9 12.2 12.4 13.2 6.1 6.6 7.1 5 5.2 
y Arms 13.4 14.8 13.6 14 15.7 14.1 15 15.7 16.2 17.2 

Iph,cont,rms x Arms 10 10.2 5.9 6 6.4 3 3.2 3.4 2.4 2.5 
y Arms 4.8 5.3 4.8 5 5.6 5 5.3 5.6 5.8 6.1 

Guide x - 3 3 3 4 5 3 5 5 1 1 
y - 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Size x m 1.46 1.53 1.46 1.46 1.53 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.47 
y m 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 

Table L.l: All results for IC and IL X-drives 
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Ironcare or ironless Results 

motor x - 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
y - 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 

mass head kg 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 
mass X-beam kg 25.9 27 25.8 28.3 30.3 25.6 29.4 33.7 
mass Y-slide kg 10.5 11.5 10.4 12.5 13.8 10.2 13.2 15.5 
massmove Y kg 75.1 78.1 74.8 81.4 86.1 74.2 84 92.9 
fe1 x Hz 290 284 291 278 268 292 273 254 

y Hz 386 386 385 386 386 386 386 385 

Fpeak x N 527 527 527 527 527 527 527 527 
y N 563 585 560 610 645 556 629 696 

Frms x N 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 256 
y N 201 209 200 218 230 199 225 249 

DCrorce x - 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
y - 0.78 0.61 0.72 0.52 0.43 0.76 0.43 0.33 

DCthermal x - 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 
y - 0.49 0.27 0.4 0.19 0.13 0.46 0.13 0.07 

Tcoils x c 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 
y c 74 50 64 40 34 70 34 27 

Tmagnets x c 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 
y c 35 28 32 26 24 34 24 22 

KminOP x N/VW 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 
y N/JW 22.5 27.3 24.1 31.6 36.9 26.4 40.3 50.1 

Pmss,rms x w 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 133 
y w 80 59 69 48 39 57 31 25 

Pdiss tot x+y w 293 250 271 228 211 246 195 182 

Pamp,peak x w 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 
y w 1470 1337 1381 1287 1272 1277 1186 1236 

Uamp,peak x V 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 104 
y V 66 56 103 86 78 187 149 146 

lph,peak,rms x Arms 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 
y Arms 21.4 22.1 12.8 13.6 14.3 6.3 7.1 7.8 

lph,cont,rms x Arms 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 
y Arms 7.6 7.9 4.6 4.8 5.1 2.3 2.5 2.8 

Guide x - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
y - 3 3 3 5 5 3 5 5 

Size x m 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 
y m 1.47 1.57 1.37 1.47 1.57 1.27 1.37 1.47 

Table L.2: All results for IC Y-drives in combination with an IC X-drive 
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Ironcare or ironless Results 

motor x - 6 6 6 6 6 6 
y - 14 16 17 19 20 21 

mass head kg 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 26.4 
mass X-beam kg 23.9 23.6 23.9 25.5 27 28.9 
mass Y-slide kg 8.4 7.9 8.4 10 11.5 12.9 
mass move Y kg 69 67.6 69 73.7 78.3 82.9 

fer x Hz 302 304 302 293 284 275 
y Hz 385 387 385 386 386 386 

Fpeak x N 527 527 527 527 527 527 
y N 517 507 517 552 586 621 

Frms x N 256 256 256 256 256 256 
y N 184 181 184 197 209 222 

DCtorce x - 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 
y - 0.99 0.96 0.82 0.62 0.45 0.36 

DCthermal x - 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 
y - 0.99 0.88 0.56 0.29 0.14 0.09 

Tcoils x c 105 105 105 105 105 105 
y c 123 112 80 53 39 33 

Tmagnets x c 43 43 43 43 43 43 
y c 69 64 50 38 31 29 

Km in OP x N/vW 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 
y N/JW 13.9 15 18.4 27.3 34.5 40.3 

Pdiss,rms x w 133 133 133 133 133 133 
y w 177 146 100 52 37 30 

Pdiss tot x+y w 487 426 333 237 207 194 

Pamp,peak x w 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 1350 
y w 2163 1908 1559 1236 1167 1169 

Uamp,peak x V 104 104 104 104 104 104 
y V 158 261 142 191 180 177 

lph,peak,rms x Arms 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2 
y Arms 11.2 6 9 5.3 5.6 5.9 

lph,cont,rms x Arms 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 
y Arms 4 2.1 3.2 1.9 2 2.1 

Guide x - 3 3 3 3 3 3 
y - 1 1 1 2 2 2 

Size x m 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 
y m 1.62 1.5 1.62 1.39 1.51 1.63 

Table L.3: All results for IL Y-drives in combination with an IC X-drive 
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Ironcare or ironless Results 

motor x - 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
y - 4 7 8 10 11 19 20 21 

mass head kg 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7 
mass X-beam kg 43.1 44.3 46.7 45.6 50.9 41.4 43.1 44.9 
mass Y-slide kg 11.6 12.5 13.8 13.2 15.5 10 11.5 12.9 
mass move Y kg 93.7 96.8 101.8 99.5 109.4 88.9 93.6 98.3 
fe, x Hz 225 222 217 219 207 230 225 221 

y Hz 386 386 386 386 385 387 386 385 
Fpeak x N 513 513 513 513 513 513 513 513 

y N 702 725 763 746 820 666 702 737 
Frms x N 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 

y N 251 259 272 266 293 238 250 263 
DCrorce x - 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 

y - 0.73 0.61 0.51 0.51 0.39 0.75 0.54 0.42 
DCthermal x - 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 

y - 0.41 0.28 0.18 0.18 0.09 0.45 0.21 0.12 
Tcoils x c 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 

y c 66 50 40 40 30 69 45 37 
Tmagnets x c 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 

y c 33 28 25 25 23 45 34 30 
Km in OP x N/v'W 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 

y NjJW 26.4 30.9 36.4 39.8 49.8 26.3 34 39.9 
Pdiss,rms x w 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 

y w 90 70 56 45 35 82 54 43 
Pdiss tot x+y w 273 233 204 182 161 256 201 179 
Pamp,peak x w 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 1158 

y w 1760 1637 1581 1468 1499 1638 1477 1444 
Uamp,peak x V 190 190 190 190 190 190 190 190 

y V 62 94 84 155 147 208 185 179 
lph,peak,rrns x Arms 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

y Arms 26.7 16.2 17 8.4 9.2 6.5 6.7 7 
lph,cont,rms x Arms 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 

y Arms 9.5 5.8 6.1 3 3.3 2.3 2.4 2.5 
Guide x - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

y - 4 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 
Si ze x m 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 

y m 1.57 1.47 1.57 1.37 1.47 1.39 1.51 1.63 

Table L.4: All results for IC and IL Y-drives in combination with an IL X-drive 
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Ironcare or ironless Results 

motor x - LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs LiMMs 

y - 14 16 17 19 20 21 LiMMs 

mass head kg 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9 
mass X-beam kg 21.3 21 21.3 22.6 24.3 26 22.6 
mass Y-slide kg 8.4 7.9 8.4 9.7 11.5 12.9 9.9 
mass move Y kg 65.9 64.6 65.9 69.7 75 79.5 70 
re, x Hz 320 322 320 311 300 289 311 

y Hz 385 387 385 387 386 385 385 
Fpeak x N 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 

y N 494 484 494 522 562 596 525 
Frms x N 251 251 251 251 251 251 251 

y N 176 173 176 186 201 213 187 
DCforce x - 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 

y - 0.95 0.91 0.78 0.59 0.43 0.34 0.48 
DCthermal x - 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

y - 0.85 0.77 0.5 0.25 0.13 0.08 0.2 
Tcoils x c 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 

y c 110 100 74 50 38 33 28 
Tmagnets x c 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 

y c 63 59 47 36 31 28 22 
Km in OP x N/vW 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 33.5 

y Njy'W 14.2 15.3 18.7 27.5 34.6 40.3 34 
Pdiss,rms x w 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 

y w 153 127 89 46 34 28 30 
P di ss tot x+y w 362 310 234 148 123 112 117 
Pamp,peak x w 1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 1010 

y w 1940 1722 1436 1142 1106 1111 1024 
Uamp,peak x V 215 215 215 215 215 215 215 

y V 149 248 137 189 179 176 216 
lph,peak,rms x Arms 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 

y Arms 10.6 5.7 8.6 5 5.4 5.7 4.7 
lph,cont,rms x Arms 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 

y Arms 3.8 2 3.1 1.8 1.9 2 1.7 
Guide x - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

y - 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 
Size x m 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 

y m 1.62 1.5 1.62 1.39 1.51 1.63 1.36 

Table L.S: All results for IL Y-drives in combination with a LiMMs X-drive 
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Ironcare or ironless 

L.2 All results for ACM with a light head 

Below are the tables, with the results for the ACM with a light head, from section 6.4 repeated 
showing all results. 

motor x - 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
y - 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

mass head kg 14,4 15,7 16,9 14 15,7 17,2 19,2 15,5 18 20,9 
mass X-beam kg 22,4 23,5 28,7 23,2 24,6 25,8 32,8 27,8 29,9 32,7 
mass Y-slide kg 11,9 11,9 11,9 11,9 11,9 11,9 12,5 11,9 11,9 12,5 
mass move Y kg 62,4 64,8 71,1 62,8 65,8 68,5 78,8 68,8 73,5 80,4 

fet x Hz 312 305 276 306 298 291 258 280 270 258 
y Hz 386 386 385 387 387 386 385 386 386 386 

Fpeak x N 288 314 336 280 312 342 383 308 360 417 
y N 468 485 532 470 493 513 590 515 550 602 

Frms x N 140 153 164 136 152 167 186 150 175 203 
y N 167 173 190 168 176 183 211 184 196 215 

DCrorce x - 0,82 0,59 0,47 0,98 0,54 0,39 0,35 0,57 0,33 0,27 
y - 0,4 0,41 0,45 0,4 0,42 0,43 0,5 0,44 0,47 0,51 

DCthermal x - 0,55 0,25 0,16 0,95 0,21 0,11 0,08 0,24 0,08 0,04 
y - 0,11 0,11 0,14 0,11 0,12 0,13 0,18 0,13 0,15 0,18 

Tcoils x c 81 48 37 124 43 32 29 46 28 25 
y c 32 32 35 32 33 34 39 34 36 40 

Tmagnets x c 37 28 25 48 26 23 22 27 22 21 
y c 23 23 24 23 24 24 25 24 24 25 

Km in OP x N/VW 18 23,7 28 15,2 25,2 32,2 37,3 27,8 40,8 50,4 
y N/vW 32,2 32,1 31,9 32,2 32,1 32 31,7 32 31,8 31,6 

Pdiss,rms x w 60 42 34 80 37 27 25 29 18 16 
y w 27 29 35 27 30 33 44 33 38 46 

Pdiss tot x+y w 114 100 105 135 97 92 114 95 94 109 

Pamp,peak x w 686 645 647 758 621 625 678 584 615 692 
y w 911 955 1076 918 975 1026 1232 1031 1123 1265 

Uamp,peak x V 58 49 45 109 77 74 73 148 145 145 
y V 78 78 81 78 79 80 85 80 82 86 

lph,peak,rms x Arms 11 11,8 12,7 6,5 7,1 7,6 8,5 3,5 4 4,7 
y Arms 10,4 10,8 11,8 10,4 10,9 11,4 13,1 11,4 12,2 13,4 

lph,cont,rms x Arms 5,4 5,8 6,2 3,2 3,4 3,7 4,1 1,7 2 2,3 
y Anns 3,7 3,8 4,2 3,7 3,9 4,1 4,7 4,1 4,4 4,8 

Guide x - 1 2 3 1 2 3 5 2 4 5 
y - 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 

Size x m 1,46 1,46 1,53 1,46 1,46 1,46 1,53 1,46 1,46 1,46 
y m 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 

Table L.6: All results for IC Y-drives in combination with an IC X-drive (with light head) 
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Ironcare or ironless Results 

motor x - 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
y - 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

mass head kg 13,3 13,8 12,9 13,3 13,8 13,7 15,1 16,6 18 
mass X-beam kg 27,1 37 27,8 29,7 40,3 37,5 41,7 46,2 60,3 
mass Y-slide kg 11,9 12,5 11,9 11,9 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 12,5 
mass move Y kg 65,9 77,5 66,3 68,6 80,9 78 83,5 89,6 105,1 

fet x Hz 284 243 280 271 233 241 229 218 191 
y Hz 387 385 385 386 385 386 385 385 385 

Fpeak x N 266 276 258 266 276 274 302 332 360 
y N 494 581 497 514 606 584 626 671 787 

Fnns x N 129 134 126 129 134 133 147 161 175 
y N 176 207 177 183 216 209 223 239 281 

DCrorce x - 0,83 0,72 0,97 0,68 0,59 0,84 0,46 0,35 0,28 
y - 0,42 0,49 0,42 0,43 0,51 0,49 0,53 0,57 0,67 

DCthermal x - 0,58 0,41 0,92 0,36 0,26 0,61 0,15 0,08 0,05 
y - 0,12 0,17 0,12 0,13 0,19 0,17 0,2 0,23 0,34 

Tcoils x c 83 66 115 61 51 85 40 33 30 
y c 33 38 33 34 40 39 42 45 57 

Tmagnets x c 51 43 66 41 37 52 32 29 27 
y c 24 25 24 24 26 25 26 27 30 

Km in OP x NjyW 13,1 15,7 12,1 16,7 19,7 18 28,2 35 40,6 

y Nj)W 32,1 31,7 32,1 32 31,6 31,7 31,5 31,2 30,5 

Pdiss,nns x w 97 73 107 60 46 55 27 21 19 
y w 30 43 31 33 47 43 50 59 85 

Pdiss tot x+y w 157 159 168 126 140 142 128 139 188 

Pamp,peak x w 808 723 839 651 608 642 566 586 616 
y w 977 1206 983 1027 1276 1216 1333 1467 1846 

Uamp,peak x V 177 102 150 174 107 196 175 173 172 
y V 79 84 79 80 86 84 87 90 98 

lph,peak,nns x Anns 3,7 5,8 4,6 3,1 4,7 2,7 2,9 3,2 3,4 
y Anns 11 12,9 11 11,4 13,5 13 13,9 15 17,6 

lph,cont,nns x Anns 1,8 2,8 2,2 1,5 2,3 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,7 
y Anns 3,9 4,6 3,9 4,1 4,8 4,6 5 5,3 6,3 

Guide x - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
y - 4 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 

Size x m 1,46 1,58 1,46 1,46 1,58 1,46 1,46 1,47 1,59 
y m 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 1,47 

Table L.7: All results for IL Y-drives in combination with an IC X-drive (with light head) 
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